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Abstract 
THE CLI:t--.'ICAL AND Il\'IMUNOLOGICAL CH ANGES 
INDfjCED IN MAN IlY SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
by 
Samir Mohamed Kabil 
This sturiy commenced with nn investi~utl.on of the role immunological 
changes have in the production of the anaemia of ~chistosumiasis and 
of the role that complcment-mudiated mechanisms play in the prouuction 
of that ann.cmla. The investigation of these mechanisn1s r.ecessi.tntec! 
infecting mic,o expe rimentally with Schlstosoma mnnsoni. The nn::t(>mia 
which developed ln these anim::us was found Lo be mainly r.ormochromic, 
progressive and of a haemclytlc nature. A technique for the me:isnr,:-mcnt 
o! complement in the sera of the mice was developed usir.g raclicuc tive 
mri.t,: riru.s and employing an immuno-haemolytlc mechanism, An:i-:,mi a 
was found to be stgnifl.canily more related to a fall in complement rather 
than to splcnomegaly. The importance of compl.iment. in the procluctlon 
of anaemia led to the Investigation of its importa.,ce in other pathol ogic:.! 
processes involving rnembranes upon which complement could be deposited. 
Fluorescent techniques ware used for this part of tho work.Nept.:ropath~• 
caused by <,,omplement de.posits ln the renal glomeruli was partic ,!larl.y 
investigated. 
In view of the evidence existing stat, a similar mechanism might be 
tnvol ved in trypanosomiasis, however, the study was extended to thls 
l.nfection . A stu<ly of complemc11t in human infection with schistosomiasis 
was ulso c::irrled out and in this study the complement was moasu1·od by 
a r ;,,di&.l immuno--diffusion test, A strong positive relationship beiwe1m 
bne ruogl0!:;in :md comnlcment was found in Infected pntlcnts but not i11 
tho&o wlth schistoso,nla.<iiS but without anaemia, nor was complc me 11t 
t·•mnd to be reduced i.n a series oC controls. Treatment with Hycunt.hono 
!.n :n~1 w,,., found to be followed sLx weeks later by a fnll in the complt,ment 
l"c,••;11 !r. ~l:o :e;c:r•_•m nnd 1,1 tho scrum content of lmmunoglobulin M ( J;M ). 
Ti,!e pnrl c~ the work led to th.:i deduction that there is nn association 
l.ietwuc~ c<>mr>lemc-nt and lmmw1oglobulin M in attacking schtsiosonia 
·worms . 
a\. furth1?r disease in which ::i complement-mediated mechru1i,:11n was 
t::o'.~~'.:t tc be poss1!Jlo ls spn:e in which damage to the lntestt nril mucosn 
:,,.-Jing t.o r.inlabsorptlon coulJ be complement mediated. Somr: p~tlcn~. 
with " r>ruP. were there fore lnvc stlgat.ed. Simi!:iritlcs were do tA;;ctccl , 1n 
!/10 t :n comple.menl-mediatcd lnirnune proccsf.leso aro concernccl bot,,ccn 
1;::.~:i:~!s ,-. t~h ;;pn.c :md thosll w!t!1 schistoso111ia:;i111 , 
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PART 1 
INTRODUCTORY CHAPTERS 
CHAPTE l< 1 
INTHODUC TIO~ 
The prime qu~stion to which an answer was sol'.ght h;v thi.i:: study w::.s 
whether complement mediated mcclwnism plays an imi)ortant part in the 
~enesis of anaemia in schistosomiasis. 
Previous studies have shown ta::i.t during sclustosom;ll i:r>fectio11, 
anaemia with a h:wmolytlc component develops, Thls h&s bc tJn e:;pl::tlncd 
by an lmmunologlcru. mechanism whereby compfamcnt bindir~ tu the 
red cell r.i.cmbrane s 1bsequently d:unag·os it wlth lo;:1s of t"r. cell 
contents ( Woodruff, 1973 ), Many other mc<:hanisms h,we nJ. ,'30 bco!l 
implicated in the production of anaomi:l observed ln sc:hi:stosomiasls. 
These mechanisms include chronic blood loss; hypcrsplcnism; 
hacmodllutlon; schlst.osom:tl toxins and haemolysls, The rebtlve 
lmport:mcc of the complement dependent ru,;ich,..nlf:m in comparii::on 
with other mechanisms nc.:od furtl.,:r n;lprni,;al unc! fa1s ,~ns nttompl.cd 
in tho study here rcp.:irt.,d, 
Tt.cre is evidence that th~ sr1 mc rompiemr.:. lli :11:!illatoc! mecl1 arJ.:;m 
1s of widespread ap[llic:iliiHt)' Md 11:1 responsible fl')r b·ir.~lng nbout 
some other tropical annomins :is those M S:)cfau.d wlth k;1la-a2:u-
( Woodruff ot Dl,197:? ); tryp~10Romt.us!:: ( Wo,·dr11ff , lf.17:l) o.nd 
mnlnrl:i ( Woociru[f ct 1J, 1v7!> ), 
proccsf.'es involving complement might proceed on membrane other 
than that of the red cell and evidence of this had been found in the 
kidneys of :mbnals infected with schistosomi:i.sis ( Mahmoud ct al, 
1972 ). 
The antrgcnclty nnn the> cosmopolitan dietrlbntiou oI sch!stosomia.91$ 
render the problem one of gr.cat importance. Over 600 mUlion people 
1n 71 countries arc thought to be ex"Poscd to the iufcctlon :u1d over 
200 million are infected ( WHO, 1975 ). In Egypt alone, :norc:1 thau 
14 million of the 32 million inhnbitruits { 19&;7 ) were l;nown to b~ 
sufiering from sehistosornfosis ( WHO, 1g55 & :Fru.·coq et :il, 1967 ). 
This prcvl!lent condition has been crucul:tt-:id to bf' responsibla for 
an 8l111Ual economic loss of about $ 560 million ( :E'n:rcoq et :tl, 1967 ) , 
The situation in Egypt could weJl be api=lic::ble t.o other developing 
countries where schlstosomi::lsis is known to be Endemic and 
Increasing in prevalence as ln SudM ( Omer et al, Hl76 ) ; Irnq 
( Baqulr, 1977) and E:u.t-Afrlca ( WHO, 1978 ). 
Tho 1mportanc~ of thcso health and ceonomio problems i.ncre:;iaes 
the ~ed for the prthog:mcsls c-! .:c:1'.si..:::::c:-11!.1.o;ls to be better widor:,tood, 
This particularly necessary in \·!.iw of the :ittomp~ boin;; mado to 
control schlstosomias1s ( WHO, 191:, ). 
The purpose of the µresent wo1:k, therefore, is to try to find th-3 
answel'ii to the following quc 31.1or.3 : 
In nnimnls 
( l ) Whnt t:n,c of anaemia d,1vclops in mice infected wW1 ~chistosumn 
mrinsoni? An answer to this wn.s sought by cxamJning -~ho Hl> ; 
PCV ; MCHC nncl blood films. 
( 11 ) What relatior,ship , H any , exists between such nnn."'lmia and 
scrum compltlment in the same infected mice 7 .<\n answer 
W.3.s sought by using a radioactive immuno-haomolytlc technique 
to measm·o complement. 
( ill ) \Vhat other complement mediated pathology is present ? To 
answer this, kidneys and livers of infected mice were ex:t.minecl 
by means of immunofiuorescent assay, 
( iv ) What difference exists between the results obtained from the 
above p:roccdurcs 1n mice and those of others infected with 
Trvmmosom:i. rhodnslensc. 
In man : 
( 1 ) What are the complement· levels in schlstosomlasls ? This 
wn.s studied in a group of Egyptian patients and was related 
to tho degree or :maemln prcf:ent. 
( 11) What ls the effect of trontmcnt of schlstosomlnsls on th9 
complement levels ? This wus stuclled in another group or 
Sudanese patients, 
( 11.1 ) ls 1L possfulc that the absorptive defo,;t3 1n tropical sprue 
coul.:l result from complement mcdi:ltcd damage to tho sm:ill 
intestine ? To study thii:;, compJcm.rnt levels in patic.1ti:; with 
tropicnl sprue were compared with lhose of patients wlf.h 
schistosominsls. 
Tho method employed to measure complement ir,. ail grot•ptt wr.s 
a radi~l lmmunodiffusion test. 
CHAPTER 2 
HEVlEW OF LITEH.ATURE 
In tMs review evidence, for the importnncl1 of anuem.lo. as a. public 
heulth problem will first be examined. This will bo followed by cvic1:mce 
of current concepts concerning the causation of somo cornmon :inaemias, 
p:u·tlcula:dy U1ose related to schistosomiasis, The need for further 
study of these fields of knowledge becomes apparent from the literaiur3. 
Anncmi.a of signifier.int degree ls widespread throughout the tropical 
and sub-tropical world and constitutes a considerable world he.J.th 
problem ( Wouch•uff, 1973 & Ome1· et al, 19'/6 & Ab:iz.a C't al, 1978 
and Greeuhruu, 1978 ). Those and other surveys hnve shown that 
schlstosomia:..is often play ~ impoxt:int u.etiologic:tl rel,;} i.n t.lie 
development of tropical annamins, 
Sohistosomiasis, although tt is till ancient illness havlng been deep 
rooted in hlswry for more thu.n 3000 years ( Ruffe1:, 1910 ) , at present is 
oxtcndl.Dg ( Jord:i.n ct nl, 1972 & Wurrcn, 19'/3 ) and erecting :3till 
br-,ai:c.r probl'-'ms thur. It did in the paat. It is known ti> be er,demic In 
'/ 2 cou.,b:k!J ~Jld islands having a total population of 1,348 million 
( Wrl.r.;11.t, 1!1,0 ) ~md it could bo import.ed to other countries such ns 
Britain ( Wcot)d.rufl, 1!>64 ). 
Sch1~wsomin.sis ls lncrensln;;Jy prevalent in as~oclo.tlon with 
~1·Icultu1·:tl devcfopr.1ont schemas and u.rtlficinl wator impoundments 
l'/ 
snch as m:u1 made lakes ( WHO, 1975 ). These new irrigrrtlon p1·ojccts 
that have being rapidly cxpnnding: in m:l.lly cou.1ti·ios constitute a 
consiclernblo hazard especially to the rtu·al population i~ t!1c reglons 
involved ( WHO, 1978 ). 
In Egypt, in :lddJtiun to the effect of Aswan High D:1111 ( D,~::.chicm•, 
1972 ) other factors ::ire contributing to and for increase prevalence 
of schisto:;omiasis. These l.nc.l11de swimming ( Farooq et al, 1966 ); 
religious and social hnbits ( Farooq & Mailah, 1Mt3 ) and the vast 
rate of. the population growth added to the inefficient and ina<loquate 
health education 3Jld control programmes ( Fnrcoq, 1969 ). 
These socioeconomic effects were reckoned tc, cause more than 
$ 560 annuul loss ( FaJ:ooq c,t al, 1967 ) prob::ibly as the p:roduct1.vity 
of infected persons fall by 25 to 50 p~rci:;nt ( Sultcn, 1976 ). Mcanv·hile, 
the annual cost of protection per per!lon in endemic arerui ranges 
between $ 0.4 to 12 ( WHO, 1973 ), However, there is no doubt that 
these losses arc now greater than these estl.matt,s and over tho ve1·y 
long existence of schistosomiasls the total loss must amount to a 
consl:loraUi; aggregate. 
Since lhe beginning of this cen~ury; particularly In the lust decades, 
there has b~en intensive research Into the varlous aspects of schi3toaoml:i.sls 
aimed at lt.-;i evc,ntual control. However, gaps exist and are wldenin11; 
bC'twocn r~i:iQnrch workora nnd those who actu:illy fn.cod with the bsk 
oC fighting !llc-histosomlasls 1n the field ( WHO, 1967 ), 'l'he efforts of 
the goverments and WHO to Improve the situ::ition ( De Maa.r, 1079 ) :llld 
lhe cons illcr~blc :::dvnnccs wh ich h ave been m ade since 1965 111 tho 
techniques nnd matcria.ls available for schislosomiasis control ( WHO, 
1973 ) did not , howevor, solve the problem. These efforta indieatcd 
th at the curre nt public healtl1 me asures are lnndcquata to pt·event thP. 
spr ead of schistosomiasis ( Philips ot ul, 1978 ). Moreover, the lack 
of !'ellable data on its prevalence and geographlcnl dlstributit1n ; inadoquat.c 
diagnostic capabilities and unkno·wn aspects of 1·elation between host, 
agent and environment rcma.lned as overburden olJstaclcs ( 'W'HO, 1978 ). 
These prospects add to the importance of control by lmmnno-p1·ophylaxls 
programs achieved through better understanding of the pathological 
mechanisms schistosomiasls brings :ibout. Aocu1·dln~ly, the present 
study ls devoted to assessment of these mechanisms, particularly 
those associated with anaemia, splcnomegaly and ncphropathy. 
For long it was difficult to know whethor man had become adapted 
to live with schlstosomiasis or not. There is, however, now much 
evidence that it cause A a serioi:is and frequently fatal lllne&s. Close 
associatlou between infection with S.hocm~~obimn and cancer of the 
urlnary bladder in endemic areas h OB l>een emph.a."!ized by El-Hn.lawani 
et al ( l!l70 ). Death from sohlstosomal polypoEls is not uncommon 
( Abaza et al, 1978 ). Comploto rcllef ot symi)toms in patients with 
hepatic flbrosls and nscites one month after a docongestlon operation 
was reported ( Dadnwl et al, 1976 ), however, hepatosplenomegaly with 
ascltcs ls a common nnd grave con3oqucnoe of schistosomlllBis ( Fig. 1 ). 
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Even 45 yc:u·s :igo, anaemia of schistosomru. odgin was describ~d 
os " the insidious enemy oI the youth " ( Gir~s. J.934 ). Sehii,;tosomiasis 
hns been implicnk d ns a citmm of ruincmia in almost every cotmLTy 
in which it is known to be endemic. These include Egypt ( Day, 1911 
Tnngnnylka ( Bnhr, 1929 ) ; Japan ( Ozawa, 1931 ) ; Sncl:m ( Archibru.d, 
1933 ) Puerto Rico ( Hodriguez , 1936 ) ; Irng ( Jcl.iJ.1 et :il, 1952 ) 
Dr.izll ( Pessoa et al, 1955 ) ; Uganda ( Nelson, 1958 ) ; Rhodcsl.z. 
Frii-Hansen, 1961 ) and many other places. 
Despite these records and tho intensive resonrch in schI1:1tc,somL:sis, 
ar,d although the pioneering observation on the blood changes Li it was 
mac!e as early oo the beginning of this century ( Coles, 1902 ) • th~ 
mcchaniom whereby t.'lc schlstosomal ::i::iaemJa occurs is still m1c'):ct,1.in. 
Ha,:i molytic and dyf!hacmopoietio mechanisms have boen sug6estod. The 
dc~tr.uotJ011 ratt! of the rcrl cells in schlstof:<omlasia hn."1 been s uggt,.;~d 
to be three tl!ncs the normal, while the production rate is cleorcased 
( Jamra et :il, 1964 ). The heme marrow has been described as being 
olther normal or hyperplastic but incapable of compensating fo1• th-:. 
increase In the destruction of the red cells ( Sabour et nl, I 9G i ) • It 
has, howevc1·, olzo been found that in schistosomiasls there 11:1 :t m::.::ked 
haemolytic factor and that anaemia ls r,ot prellmenary dyah:tor:1.o[}oictlc 
( Woodruff ot nl, 1966 & Mahmoud et al, 1972 & Woodruff, tn7:l an<.! 
Suad, 1979 ). 
Ana.omia ln pure htnnan schistoaomtr.sls has been described as be,,lng 
hypochromlc 11.l,d nov~r m :\Crocy'.l.:: 
( Snlah, 19:J5 and Aweny, l!)G2 ). Other workc1-sh:tVl• sn~~[;estc-d that. 
in mice infcet.cd with S. m:msonl. the wiaemla ls hypochromlc ( Maluaou<.I, 
1971 and Suad, 1978), It has a]!;o been st:ggcstcd that In p::i.Ueuts 
with schlstosomh\Sls :ibuut 40 % havo normoeytic anaemia ar.d 60 % 
have mlcroeytlc anaemia but n single C!1se of macrr.-:ytic nnae1uia 
was never found ( El-Dcwi et nl, 1957 ), Some fo1•ma of macrocyLosis, 
however, we~·fl found by other workers ( Pesignan ct 3J, 1951 attd 
Pce:soa. et al, 1952 ). 
In the light of these many reports, the causation cf anaemia ir. 
iwhist0~oml:.sis must be regarded as do serving of further study. 
Va.·!ons working hypctheses for lt.3 causation, thercforo, have been 
cx~mlncd. 
1, Chronic blood loss : 
Since Day ( 1911 ) described the schlstosomal anaemia ns i:,,,ling 
second3.ry to blood lose, other workers have alRo found that blood !oss 
may be in part re!lponsible for it ( Azmy et al, 1!:3<1 & Mahmood, 19G5 
and Fa:rld et n1, 1066 ; 19G7 and 1968 ), It has however also been 
ft>uncl lhnt such blood loss ns occurs in patients Infected w!th S. mnn:;1:.r.~ 
ill lr:..·c-gular and small, Uioroby providing neither a hantllcap to 
hnemopoiesls nor an avenue for significant loss of nutrients and 
mctn.?olltcs ( W::ll!<er ct n1, 19M ), It ho.fl nlso been :Jhown thnt there 
1s ehortcnlng of the red cell life :;pan 1n patients iofcctcri with 
3ch1stosomlasls who wcro noL losillg npprecinble 11moW1tli of blood 
.... 
( Woodruff ct n.J., l!lGG ), Moreover, :u,ncmia developed readily iii 
mice infected with irradiated cercariae of S. mansoni ( Mahmoud ct ::il, 
1972 ). !n such anim:11s, no liver fibrosis dovclopa nnd there is no 
blood loss for erms which bring about boLh these patl~ologicul states 
are absent. Farid ct al, ( HlG7 ) statcrl that blood loss in patients 
with chronic schi3tosomlasis mansoni is lcllikely to be much on TO 
lead to overt anaemia. Meanwhile, oevere anaemia v1as only observed 
in patients snfferlng from m.•inary schlstosomiasls with obvious hacmatnria 
and combined S,mnnsonl and Ar..cy!ostoma duodenalc infections ( Farid et nl, 
1968 ). 
It thus seems that except in cases in which there is rcc:urrcnt bleeding 
from multiple intestinal polypi or oesophageal v;:.riced or severe haemntm·ia, 
the evidence dose not support blood lofls as bdng the main mecl,anism 
for pure schistosomal anaemln. 
2. Solenomcgalv and associated sea~ : 
Gross splenomegaly may produce anacml:i through : 
a. Poolln~ ol erythrocytes in the cnl:...r;;cd spleen cmu;ing relative 
dilution ol the circulattni;i; peripheral :-,food ( Relmrum ct n1, 1960 ). 
b. The associated hypervolacmin ; h:..cmo(illut1011 ar.d incrcnl:led plasma 
volume may result ln n form of dilution anuornl.a ( Sa!f ci al, HlGG & 
Farid et al, 1966 and Sahoure ct al, 1967 ) • 
c. Sequestration of the red cella and other blood elements trapped in 
tho blg spleen ( Woodruff ct al, 191JG ). 
d. The incr.~nse in the splenic size itself could caUSl' lwcmolysis 
( HoJ~bnch et al, l!JM)) and pancytopacn.ia ( ~\fohtlsky ct al, 1958 ) • 
e. The slowing of the blood now in the big spleen is ::inoiher factor 
that might assist red cell hnemolysis ( Farid et cl, 1966 ). 
In support of these prcposals, it i1n.~ b~cn reported that anaemia 
and leucopaonia of ochistosomiasi!, are a.meliorated 1,y splcncctomy 
( Kcnnwy et al, 1958 ). Such !mprovment, however, may only be 
temporary. Thus, in n patient with a."laemia ond sp!onomeglil.y there 
has been some impi·ovemcnt of anaemia twu months after !>plenectomy, 
but two years later, the hacmogl~bin :ind the PCV valu~s were 9.5 gm/dl 
anrl 32 % respectively ( Richmond et al, 1967 ). In similar c:ondltlons, 
tho increase In the plasma volume recurs in the few years subsequent 
to splcncctomy ( The Lancet, 1972 ). Anaemia has also been observoci 
In oplcr.cctcmiscd :inimals infected with s.manson1 ( Mahmoud ct al, 1972 ). 
Mechanisms such as chronic blood loss and splenomeg::lly, though 
they may not be tho only causeEi or the major causes of anaemia in 
schlsto£omlasls, could aggravate It once It has occurred. 
3. Schlstosomal toxins 
It has been suggested that blood los3 and toxaerr.la in tho early 
stageA of schlstosomlasll:l of all three humur. spc>cies can cnusc 
h:;poch1·omlc anaemia particularly In children ( Foy et ul, 1963 ). 
Schlelosomc toxins might alito Inhibit the bone marrow leacllng to 
climln19hod red coll production In mico lnfcc~..,d with s, mnnsqnl 
( Nasser ct al, l!J67 ) • If such toxins arc present U1ey would be 
expected to attack the parcnchymal cells of the liver and thus bring 
about derangement of liver functions sufficient to be detected by 
. 
standard tt.!sts. This wo\l.ld particularly be expected if the hepatosplcnic 
syndrome was present. In fact, lt has been observed that mice infected 
with s. mansoni arc able to digest and absorb dietary fats almost as 
uninfected ones ( DeWitt, 1957 ). It has also been observed that in 
mice lnfoctcd with S. manso!li :tlbnmin levels ; icteric index nnd cephalin 
flocculation tests are n'>t signlflr::antly different from those or the control 
mice ( DeWitt ct al, 1959). 
4. Immune hacmolysls : 
,. 
-·· 
A haemolytic mechanism has been shown to be present in the anaemia 
of patients with schlstosomiasls ( Woodruff et al, 1966 ) and in mice 
experimentally infected with S. mansoni ( Mahmoud ct al, 1972 ). 
Evidence was put forward that this haemolytic mechllJllsm was lnlt!.atecl 
by an immun9 process 1n which complement Is activated n..ttd either w1U1 
one molecule of 1mmunoglobul.1n M ( lg M ) or two molecules of 
lmmunoi;lobulln G ( I g G ) was bound to tho erythrocyte surr:ico l\.r: :! 
thus led to the c,::11 ly;iis ( Woodruff, 1973 ). Tho binding site~ 0 11 
the erythrocym surfnce are likely either to be adsorbe;d antigens i,roc1u(~ed 
by parasite or irregul::iritlos produced by dam::igc in so.T.o way ( D1·uning:1, 
1971 ), Anli~cns coulil be adsorbed frl)m the clrculatlng schis lo:.:i,~m:tl 
nntlgcins th:it have boon detected by many workers ( Bo1·rr;1·cn et al, 19C7 & 
Smithers et al, 1073 & Nash ct al, 197·1 :md Mcdwar et ul, 1975 ). 
'fhC' muthematlc:il nnalysis of the immune h:icmolytic process h:ts 
been r<-µort.cd several times since von Krough ( 1916 ) first described it. 
Such unalysl.s includes different equations mnde to represent the average 
number of dama~ed sites per cell in proportion to the number of the 
Iysed cells. Thus, Borsos cl al, ( 19Gl ) postulated th:it ooo moieeu]c 
of complement ls rP.acted ~equentinlly to one site on lhe cell to cause 
haemolysls. Kolb et al ( 1974 ; suggested that up to 6 molecules of 
complement 9 ( C9 ) fixed to one sit.e on the cell 1mrf,lce are re11u\rcd 
for the haemolysls, Recently, I<itamw·a et al ( 1976 ) suggested that 
such hc,:,molysls eoulrl be a.eheived with only 2 molecules of ( C9 ), 
Lr,oklng al the dlfference1:1 between and the applicability of these 
hypotheses it seems that the need for clinical evidence for the 
complement mediated mcch:i..--iism ls rather more important than the 
study of the mathematical ruid the immunochemlcal aspect'il of such 
mechanism, 
Although hP.,:imolytic comple;nont was first reported in the J ast 
cantm·y ( Bc-rclct , l S!lS ) , It was only after the lnlttnl demonstration 
of Its Importance ,ts a cm1sc of hacmolysls ln pnrasitlc lnfectlon3 
( Woc-dr,tff et al, 1972 ) that it attracted attention, Mnny workers 
havo now round complement responsible for crythr::>cyte haemolysls 
( Ruddy et nl, 1972; F:Li;;cn et al, 1973; Lint et al, 1976, Santoro et al, 
1979 ), It h:u~ been sho.,.,,1 thnt complement may contribute to ( lgG) 
and (Ig~'l ) mediated cell dcstruction ( Frank ct nl • 1!)77 ) • With 
( IgG ) or ( IgM ) or mnny cold nntibodics severe haemolytic anaemia 
can occ:ur either by direct complement n-icdiatcd intravascular lysls 
or by ( C3 ) fi:rntlon leading to red cell sequcs!.ration ( Hoffbrand ct al, 
1975 ). 111c lysls of erythrocytes by complcmcmt in the ahf>once of 
antibodies was nlso suggested by Gotzc ot nl ( 19'(0 ). 
The obsC'rvation that ( C3 ) coated red cells are taken up by the 
reticuloendothcll:tl system partlculal"ly in the liver ( Brown et nl, 1970 
is probably consistent with the decrease in scrwn complcnncnt obscrvP.d 
in patients wlth urinary schtstosomiasis , salmoncllosis and massive 
protelnurla ( Farid et al, 1972 ); trypanosomlasls ( Assoku et al, 1977 
and l.n some renal diseases ( Williams et al, 1972 ) and 1n rats infected 
with L.k..~ ( Jarvinen et al, 1976 ). It would appear, therefore, that 
co:r:1plcmcnt fixation 1n v!.vo ls commonly expressed by depression of its 
serum levels. By contra.a,t, serum complement ( C3 ) was reported to be 
1ccreascd in patients with liver· hydatid disease probably as an immune 
respo::-.se in which cornplcmont consumption appears to be overcompensated 
by a feed-I.lack like mcchnnlsm ( Scltanidis et Rl, 1976 ). 
Tho foll in ( C3 ) observed in schistosomiasis and snlmor.cllosls ( Farid 
t:-l nl, 1972 ) m:o.y result from the immune ha.cmolysls suggcstr.id by 
Woodruff ( 1973 ) in which complement ls consumlld. Complement 
m11y nlso I.Jc involved ln lmmunologicnl processes on membranea other 
thM tha.t of t'113 red cells and thus partinlly removed from the serum. 
Hereby, in mice infected with s. mansoni complement ( C3 ) deposits 
were demonstr:ltcd in th~ l.icincys ( Mahmoud ct al, 1975 and Natali ct al, 
1976 ) • Moreover, ( C3 ) has also been detected on Uic tegument of 
S. m:msoni cercarlac ( Machado ct ol, 1975 ) ; schistosomulu ( Sher, 
1976 ) and the adult females with some of its eggs ( KnbU, 1976 ). 
Host antlgetrn were :ilso found on the tcgument of S. mansoni worms 
( Goldring ct al, 1977 ). It woald appear, therefore, that an 
hnmunologicul process in which complemc1,t ls actively involved ls 
present on the schlstosomes togumcnts. This is in agreement with 
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the strong suggestion m:lde by Tavares et al ( 1978 ) that. the compkmc,nt 
system ls one of the effector mechanisms in concomitant hnmunlty 
in schistosomiasls. 
Complement ( C3 ) d '.lposits hnve also been demonstrated in the 
kidneys of patients with lhe loin p:tiu anu h 11c·maturla syndrome 
( Naish et al, 1975 ) • It has also been shown that patients with 
sohistosomiasis m:msoni devtsloped glomeruJar Jcsiona of immunological 
origin ( Da Silva et al, 1970 and Rocha ct al, J.976 ). 
The activity of complement on the erythrocyte sud ace ( Suad et nl, 
1976 ) and on the glomerular membrane ( Mahmoud et al, 1975 ) 
suggest that the import:int aspects of those multifaceted processes 
concerns the function of serum complement in mediating damage 
to cells and tlssuos. '1110 wider picture of the complement dopendont 
lysis, thcr~fore, may include dnmoge to the kidney and probably the 
liver, henc:e the importance to examine both tog-cthe2: with the anaemia. 
Taken together thusc studies suggest that nnacmin in schistosomiasls 
ls the result of the interplay of several mechanisms in which the Immune 
haemolytic mechanism play.;; an impori;nnt po.rt. 
Similar l mmw1e h:wmolytic mc<:!1:m!s1n could i.lRo he responsible 
for the anaemia of African .trypanosomlasis ( \.Voodruff, 1973 and 
Woodruff ct al, 1973 ). In l,oth schistoi:iomiasis and trypar..osomiasis 
the causative parasite docs not invade the red cell. Thu.s, it was 
considered possible that they might share some of the mechanisms 
wl,ereby anaomia is brought about. Some aspects of trypo.no3ominsis, 
therefore, \\iere investigated along with schi::tosomiaz!.s. 
Anc,thc1r tr .. iplcnl illness in which the complement is probably 
mr.icliatlnp; damage to cells and tlssuses ls sprue. The association 
b i:tween malabsorption syndrome in pat!ents with immunoglob1.dln 
tloficicncy la now well eE: tablishcd ( Brown et al, 1972 ), However, 
the pathog~nesls of sprue is poorly understood, and many of its 
clinical and immunological features are incompletely charactcl'izcd. 
It w11.s thought, the1·efore, that probably as in schistosomiasis 
scrum complement may he Involved In the ganesls of some of 
these fcn! urcs, 'rhus, tho comparison between sorum complement 
levels in bolh schlstosomlasis and spruo might yic,ld useful information 
11bouL Lho nctlology of sprue, 
From this re-view, It is conclud~d that tho Atudy of the relationship 
between scrum comp!cmcnt octivltics and some of the clinlc:tl a:1d 
immur.ologic::tl aspects of schistosomiasis is of a !:)rime significance 
for better understanding of the genesis uf such aspects thus add to 
the im1Jort:mce of s chistosomia::;1s control. 
PART 2 
EXPERIMENTAL SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
AND HAEMATOLOGICAL METHODS 
:u 
CII APTE H 1 
PAilASITOLOGICA L l\lETIIODS 
The susceptibility and sui t:ibility of c·ommon lnboratory nnim::lls ns 
expnrl.mentnl hos t of S. m:msoni enable s overnl aspects of schistosorr.i::.sis 
to be thoroughly investignteu. In this work the main object ir; to study a 
possible relation::ihip between complement and boU1 anaemta and rennl lesions 
in schistosomiasis ancl. to compare schlstosomiasic wiih trypanosomiasis aF.: 
far as complement induced pathology ls concerned. 
m :iny laboratory nnimals were needed. 
For t~e:::ie purpo:3,es 
In mice after ten weeks of exposure to 130 ccrcarlne of Puerto-1Hc::in 
strnin of S. mans oni there develops a syndrome similar to human hcp::to-
splenomegaly; portal hypertension n.nd anaomi&.( Warren et al, 1958 ). It 
was later suggested that these pathological fealurc ri developed in mice with 
a worm load of ooly 1 or 2 pairs per mouse ( Andrade ct al, l&G4 ). Mica 
could also easily be infected with human species of trypanosomea : thc,y surviv~ 
a reasonable period of time ; are cheap ; easy to handle and can be kept under 
constant l~boralory observation. Moreover, the presence of the .::loEJSlcel 
.. , 
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components of complement ln the mice sera was demonstrated b y Dorsoo et al, 
( lOGl ). TMs was fu1·thor confinned and extcndod by RoseJ"berg ot 11\, 
1962 ) who emphasized that factors other than a lnck of components c,f 
compleme nt m ay explain th.:i previous failure of sora from several 
strllins of micu to lyse 1:1cnsitlzed erythrocytes as reported by B1·own 
( 1943 ) • Genetic d ifferences between different strains of mice rather 
than lack of complcmont were thought to be among the factors 
responsible for this failure ( Rosenberg et 31, 1962 ). Me:inwhile, 
other workers found that within each st:.-ain of mice, seri1m from 
males ccntains more haemolytic complement than serum from 
fcnrnles ( Terry et ru, 1964 ) • In viow of these otudies, a.-i inbred 
strain of male mice wa!'.l used for all the work here d6scribed a.l'J.d 
was found to be suitable for the purpose. 
Laboratorv cvcling of schistosomes 
This cycling was performed by the passage of scbistosomes in 
inbred Swiss albino Tlsllius orlirlnnl strain of mice and Biomphalaria 
11:labratu.CJ snalls. 
1. Extraction of eggs used for infection oC snails: 
To delay miracldl:il batching exposure of eggs to direct light was 
avoided. Egga were extracted 'from the livers of infected mice by 
macerating the tissues, and sieving it in "No. 60 mesh - 250 microns". 
Th«> tissue was then wn.shcd ln physiological saline and this was 
followed by sedl ro.entation for !!0 minutes. Thill washing Md sodl-
ment11Uon was 1·epeated three times Wl the- supernatant was clear; 
tho final wnsh was ln dlstllled water at 4-S°C. Faeces of infected 
mice were trituratcd in saline and sieved in ''No. 30 mesh - 500 
microns. The filtered deposit was w11Rhed nnd sedimented n:. before,. 
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In a lighted incubator at :rn-ao0 c lt atchlng Willi the n carried out in 
petri-dishes containing· distilled water. 
2. Infection of snails: 
Within one hour of hatchJng, 6 miracidia were picked up from 
the petri-dishes. A micropipctte Willi used under a dissecting 
microscope. It was lntrodL1ce<l with the snails into chamber1, of 
haemagglutination plates containing 1-l.5 ml dlsi:illed water per 
snail ''Blomohalaria 1dabr::itu:1. 4-5 mm maximum diamct'lr". The 
pl ates were covered with sheets of glass and maintained at 27 -29°c 
for a minimum of 5 hours. The snails were then transferred into 
clean glass tanks "oi 4-7 litres capacity; approximately 10 snails 
per litre", containing sterilized silver sand, clean aquatic plonts 
e.g. Vallesneria soiralls or Elodea canrulensis and conditioned 
" copper, calcium and dllorine ion free water " of pH higher than 
7. For 24 houro per day these tanks were thermostatically con-
o . 
trolled at " 26-28 C ", aerated by Hy-Flo pumps and illuminated 
by warm-white fluorescent tubes. The latter were equipped with a 
time switch control. 
Su alls were left. for 4-5 weeks as a prepatent period during 
which I.heir feeding was maintained by special alginatcd diet. 
3. Shcddit.z of cercarioc: 
Snails were placed in beakers with a 11mall volwne of disWlcd 
water nnd exposed to strong illumination at less than 21° c for u.t 
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least 2 hours to enhance and help cercariac to emerge. 
4. Estimation of number of cercarine: 
At the end of the exposure period, the cerearinl suspension 
was e::i.reftilly ngitated and 3 aliquot samples 0.5 ml c~h were 
taken on glass slides; the cercarine killed and stained with l.ugol 's 
iodiuc and cow1tcd using a dissecting rn:.croscope. The mean of 
tlle 3 counts waa uspd for evaluation of the number of cercariae 
present in the total volume of the suspension. The methods used 
in steps 1 to 4 aro described in detail by Wobbe ct al ( 1971 ). 
5. Infection of mice: 
Three groups each consisting of 30 inbred white males of th~ 
Swiss albino TO strain of mice " average 5 weekA old, 18-22 gm 
in weight II were Infected respectively with 50, 100 and 150 
cercarlae per mowie of the Wellcome Puerto-Rican strain of 
S. mansonl using the ring method described by Smithers et al 
1965 ). 
The mice were anaesthetised by veterinary Nernbut::u "Abbot 
Laborator1~s, GO mg/ml ". One part of Nembut:tl was diluted 
with 10 parts of 10% ethanol in distilled water und injected into 
the mice intropcritone:tlly in doses of 0.2 ml per mouse. 'fbc 
fur was clipped from the lower abdomen and the mouse was plnccd 
on ittf back between wooden strips fixed to a baseboard. The 
abdomen was moiswned with water and u nickel-plated hr.use ring 
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" 1. 3 cm inside diameter, 12 gm in weight and holding ~bout 1. 2 
ml of water " was placed in position. The ccrcarial suspcn::;ion 
was gc.,ntly stirred and a volume containing the required number of 
cercariac was then pipetted into the 1:lng. After an interval of 
about 10 minutes the ring wns removed and the mow,o wa!!I permitted 
to recover. Mice usu:illy did so within one hour. 
6. Maintenance :ind feeding of animals: 
The infected nnd control mice were housed tn isolated ciiges 
and fed a conventional pellet diet ( R. G. P. 86 E Dixons & Sons 
"Ware" Limited ) and water nd libitum. Throughout the course of 
the experiment mice cages were examined periodically to detect 
any dt"ad animals. 
CHAPTER 2 
BASIC HAEMATOLOGICAL TECU:NIQUES 
1. Collectton of blood: 
Aft.er an incubation period of 7 weeks, 2 mice from each group, 
together with an equivclcnt number of controls, were coJlected 
randomly from the cages at weekly intervals. The weight of each 
mouse was measured. The mice were then either anaesthetised by 
ether inhalation or killed directly by cervical prossure and avulsion. 
The mouse was immediately placed on its back and fixed to a 
dissecting plate by metal pins. The thoracic cavity was opened 
and blood was collected either by cardiac puncture or by Incising 
the caudal artery. Blood was drawn into small plastic tubes. A 
small part was taken immediately for haematological examination 
nnd the rest was centrifuged at' 3000 r.p.m. for 11 few minutes. 
Sera were sealed and stored in dry lee at -ao0 c for subsequent 
examination. 
2. 'l'lssue processing: 
At the time the animals were sacrificed, all livers llild spleens 
were removed and their weights were mea.<1ured in grams. Ll\·ers 
were examined for the presence of granulomae and preparations of 
■qu~hed livers were routinely cxo.mincd at the time of sacrifice to 
make sure U1at the :ml:.;1.al had b:.icn infected. Some adult worms 
were recovered. 
Kidney, liver and adult worm sai.-iples wc:rc collected and 
dipped in liquid nitrogen, sealed in metal foil and placed in dry 
lee at ( •·30°C ) for subsequent immunofluoresccncc studies. 
3, E stl.matlon of haemoglobin: 
The cyanmethacmoglobin ( !llCN ) method was used to measure 
the haemoglobin values as described by D~cic et al ( 1975 ), The 
diluent used had a pH between 'l, 0-7 ,4 and contained potassium 
ferrieyanido 200 mg, potassium cyanide 50 mg, potassium dlhydrogen 
phosphate 140 mg, Nonldet P40 1 ml and water to 1 litre, The 
reagent was always cleat' and palo yellow in colour. When measi.:red 
agaim,t water as blank in a photoelectric colorlm9ter at a wave-
length of 540 nm, the absorbancc was zero, Twenty ul of blood 
were added to 4 ml of the diluent, The tube containing the solution 
was stoppered with a rubber brmg and inverted several times. Arter 
being allowed to f:tand at room t.omperature for a sufficient period of 
time, usually " 10 minutes 11 , to ensure the completion of tho 
reaction, the solution was compared with the standard ( diluent ) and 
a reagent blunk ( water ) ln a photoclectl'ic colorimeter at 540 nm 
640 ( A ), lfacmoglobin values wore calcul~tcd :is follows: 
Hb gm/ell = 
A640 of tMt sam:-ilc ,, ~trl lma:/clll x dlllttlon factor (e.g. 201J 
A 640 of stand:u·d lOOO 
J 
4, Estunation of Packed Cell Volume ( PCV ): 
This was measured by a micro method clcscribcd by Dacie ct al 
1975 ). Blood was drnwn into mlcrohaematocrit tubes with a 
capillary ( 1 mrn)in~rnnl di:tmctcr , (77 mm )in length. The blood 
was allowed to enter tho tube by capillarity, leaving at le!l3t 15 mm 
unfilled, The tube w:-..~ then scaled by heating the dry end of the 
tube rapic!Jy in a fine flame "the pilot light of a Bunsen bm.·ner" 
combined with rotation. The tubes were placed In a special centri-
fuge at 12,000 r.p.m. for about 5 minutes. The PCV values were 
U10n measured using a reading device. 
5. Dlood films: 
A small drop of blood was spread on a glass slide nnd allowed 
to dry. The dry film was well covei·ed with Leiishman 's stain. At 
tho end of 1 minute, douule the quantity of distilled water was 
carefully added and m!.xed with the stru.n. At the end of 7 minutes, 
the mixture w:1S poured off and' tho film covered with distilled water 
for 2 minutes, The water was then washed oU with fresh distilled 
wnter, md the film gonUy blotted dry with clean blotting pnpor, 
Tho film :l wtire mounted with cover slips using Canda balsam and 
cxc.m.lnc,d under n mlc1·oscope. 
4. U 
PART 3 
ANAEMIA AND Sll'LENOMEGALY lN SCHISTOSOMIASl S 
CHAPTER 1 
ANAEMIA IN l\fiCE INFECTED 
WITH SCHfSTOSOMA 1\1:ANSONI 
'J'Jl(." last twenty years or so have witnessed an astonishing increase 
in lhe knowledgt: of schistosomJ.asis. Some of this knowledge, however, 
has been extensively contradictory and created innumerable problems 
needing investigations. Thus, lt has been st'.ggested that the immtt..'lity 
in schlstosomtasis ls the result of a gramtlomatous response to tho 
schlstome eggs manifested as a form of a de!ayed hypersensitivity 
( Warren et al, 1967 and Warren, 1975 ). By contrast, other workers 
suggested that it ls a concomitant immunity as schlstosomes are 
covered by the host proteins, and the eggs are probably not important 
In stimulating the immunity ( Smithers ct al, 1967 and Smithers, 1972 ). 
A third group su~gested that hcterologous lmmw11ty ls also important 
as infection of animals with one ;;ipecies of schlstosomes reduce the 
expected egg load in subsequent cha1!cnr~ with anoth'3r species-.( Nelson 
et al, H•68 and Hll.:lscln ct al, 1970 ). 
The present knowledge thut has been gathered on schistosomlasis has 
indicated that the problem of uno.emla was tnsuf!l.clonUy tackled and the 
hypotheses cited for its causation still need further investigation. This 
study , thercC01·0 , will lnvo11tli;11to the, main mechanisms whe1·eby the 
anaemia o! schlstosomia.sls ii:, brought abcl,t, 
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During the course of S. mn n;ioni infection of mice, the Hb; PC V 
and MCHC were c>xaminP.d wee kl v. Two mice of each group were killed 
and f.h•ilr blood values were measured according to Dacie ct al, ( 1975,) In 
(part 2, p. 38-39 ) • No attempt was made to measure the ":ilisolutc" 
values whlch dr-pcnd on thti accuracy of the red cell count. lu practice, 
unless electronic methods of counting are availcl>le, the red cell counts 
are tcdiouEJ and inaccurate and seldom necessary ( Bomford ct al, 197 8 ) • 
Most workers, therefore, regard the MCHC as the true measure of the 
degree of saturation of the red cell with haemoglobin, and tho mean 
corpuscular haemoglobin ( MCH ) as of slight value and the mean 
corpuscular volume ( MCV ) as of dlminish~d one ( Hunter et al, 1965 
and Bamford ct al, 1978 ). Blood films stained wlth Leishman's sta!n, 
therefore. were exainined at 2 weeks intervals to assess cell diameters, 
shapes and colours. All the results were comp::.red with thooe of the 
control series. 
R_E_S U L T S 
The following illustrate the varying degrees of anncmi:i. observed 
as the ir.fection progressed. 
1. The first group: "Infected with 50 cerclll'iae" . 
Moderate degree of anaemia was observed at the end of the incubation 
porlod "Bh 1.0.!'i ctm/dl & PCV 32.8%" (table 1). Anaemia gradun!ly 
increased ur..til the 10th week of l.nfoctlon when the h:1.emoglobin was 
"7. t 11 m/rll :md tho PCV 23,fi'.r " . This was followed by some limited 
recovery towards Urn end of tho 19th week ( fig. 2 a and b ). 
In 52% of 1nice the ru1:1(;,mia was normochromic nnd in the others 
hypochromic, throug;hout the course of infection. The mean MCHC of 
all the infected mice was 30. 7% wlth the sta,·,dard error ( S. E. ) of o. 64 
and ran<re of 9. 8. As this indicates, the hyponhromlc anaemia in the 
rem,•.lnl.ng 48% was of a slight degree ( fig. 2 c ). Throughout the 
experir:i.ent the Hb; PCV and MCHC values were nor:mal in the control 
mice. As measured by the two sample comparison t-test ( Ar mi tag!', 
1971 ) , signiflc~t statistical differences were observed between all the 
haematological value3 of the infected nnd control mice ( table 1 ). 
2. The second grour: "infected with 100 cercariae". 
Results :ilmost similar to those of the !'irst group were found In 
the second group ( table 2 and fig. 3 a and b ). The t-test showed that 
the cilfferences between t.he haematological v:ilues of the infected mice of 
both groups were not signific:int. Meanwhile, the differences between 
the haemoglobin .llld the PCV valur..s of the 1n!cckcl and control mice 
were hlg:hly slgnHicant ( P <. 0.001 ), wbil~ the cll.ffcrence b.3tween the 
MCIIC vnlu~s w:i~ lees significant. P,: O. 02 ) ( table 2 ), Of the iniectrd 
niice 33% hnd hypochromic :m:Jemi::. !1"1d the rest normor.hromic, l;ut in the 
infected gro11p the mean MCHC w:·s :,:~.4% ~S. F-!._,__Q,JQ• This suggests 
that tho hypochromio o.n:wmla in tMs '.;,!'OJ.[) ( fi g , 3 c ) w::u3 less severe 
than thnt of the first group ( Ci~ . 2 c ' 
'rahlc 1 
Comparison bC'tween b asic haematolog ical values of mice infected with 5U 
cercariac of 8, man·mni and their controls 
I Weeks after Hb gm/dl 
infection Inf. Con, 
0 • 14,6 14,8 
7 ** 10,5 14.5 
8 9,8 14,S I 
9 7,4 14,3 
10 7,1 15,2 
11 8.5 14,0 
12 8,2 13,9 
13 9,0 15,0 
14 10,0 13,8 
15 9,4 14,1 
16 8,7 14,0 
17 8,9 15.0 
18 8,9 14.2 
19 I- 7,3 14,6 
Mean 9,2 14.431 
S,E, 0,37 0.12 
p I P< 0,001 
• Beginning of lncub:illon period 
•• End or incubatlon period 
I 
PVC % MCHC % 
Inf, Con. Inf, , Con. 
41.0 44,8 35,7 33,0 
32,8 43.0 32,3 33, 8 
31.5 43.3 31.0 34,4 
25.8 41.3 28,4 34.6 
23,5 42.3 30,5 35.9 
29.5 40,0 I 28,9 35,2 27,0 40.5 30.5 34 ,4 i 
32,3 41.0 I 27.8 36,8 
34,8 40,3 28.9 I 34.2 I 31.0 41.5 30,2 32,6 
31.3 39.0 27.S I 35,G I 
29.8 40.8 30,0 I :4.7 28. 3 40.8 31.4 35 .2 
21.0 40.5 34,8 I 3G,O 
i ' 30,65 ! 29.9 41.561 3·1.74 
I I 1. 04 I 0. 4S I 0,4G, Q, 22 
I I 
P< 0,001 I P< 0,001 
-1- Weekly t·c::i.dlngs are the mean of 2 mice, mc:cept when marked -1-
1 mol.llie 
I 
'I 
' 4 
i 
·15 
Compariso11 between basic h aematological values of mice infecte d with 100 
ccrc:c1.riae of S. m:msoni and controls 
Weeks after Hb gm/ell 
!nfectlon Inf. Con. 
0 * 14.2 14.4 
7 ** 12.2 14 .5 
8 11.6 14.7 
9 10.3 14.2 
10 8.0 14.8 
11 6.6 14.4 
12 6.6 14.6 
13 5.8 14.3 
14 7.8 14.0 
15 8.1 15.1 
16 -,l 5.8 14.3 
. 
Mean 8.94 ) 14.45 
S,E. 0.62 0.11 
Controls P <0.001 
p 
Group 1 p n.s. 
* Beginning of h1cu'1Jation pe riod 
•• End of incubation period 
PCV % 
Inf. Con. 
41.0 I 40,0 
I I 38.3 I 42.0 
35.S 41.0 
33.5 39.5 
26.0 4.0.5 
20.5 42.3 
22.5 39.5 
I 19.8 43.0 
23.8 41.0 I 
23.0 41.5 
16.0 
I 
40.0 
I 
27.79 ; 40.95 
1.891 
I 
0. 4.5 ' 
I i 
I I I P < 0.001 I p n.s. i 
MCHC % 
Inf. Con. 
31.7 I 36.2 
I 
32. 0 I 3·1.5 I 
34.6 i 35.9 
30.8 
' 
35.9 
31.7 36.5 
33.3 34.1 
30.0 36.9 
2 9.6 33.2 
32.8 34.2 
36.1 I 36.6 
36. 3 I 35.8 
I 
32.44 35.35 
o. 83 0.38 
I 
P<: 0.02 
p n.s. 
-1- Weekly reodings :i.re the n-e an of 2 mice, except when marked ../- • 
1 mouse 
Fi g . ( 2 ) 
Haematoiogica1 v a1 ucs fo r- mict- infe cted with 50 Cercaria 
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3, The third !!ronp: "infected wilh 150 cer:::ariae" 
In this group the onset of severe unncmla was as early as the end 
of the incubation period "Hb 8. 8 gm_Lgl a."ld PCV 27%" ( table ~ and 
fig. 4 a and b ). The haematological values of the infected mice were 
revealed by the t-test to be significantly different from those of I.he 
first group and the control series, but were not slgnificanUy differe,1t 
from the second group ( tab le 3 ). Thus, a significant effect on the 
intensity of anaemia may occur as the dosP. of infection Is l.ncreased 
within the range 50 to 150 cercariac. 
Only 24% of the infected mice had hypochromic anaemia and 76% 
normochromic :maemia. The mean MCHC in this group was 32,6% 
S.E. 0,62 ) which suggests that the hypochromic anaemia was slight 
fig. 4 c ). The results in the control mice were analogous to those 
controls of the first and the second groups. 
SUMMATION AND COMMENT 
In the three groups , the infected mice developed different degrees 
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of anaemia at the end of the incubation period and perhaps beforo. The 
initial drop in the haemoglobin values was followed, four or !ive weeks 
later, by limited and inaiginficant risos, particularly ln the first and 
third groups ( fig. 5 ) • Thus, the corrcl atlon coefficients between the 
haemoglobin values nnd the duration of infection were consequently 
significant ( t:iblo 4 ). The haemoglobin results were therefore e,rnmlnod 
using the two way an::tlysi:J of varl:ince, The doses c,[ infection were 
expressed in one way "columns " against the duration after in.fcc tion 
in the second "rows " ( t:u1le 5 ) • Strong evidence of the effect of 
the duration and the dc.sc of infection on the mean hMmoglohin vnlues 
was observed. There Js no evidence to subgest that intc1·actlon between 
the duration and the dose of iufection "wit.hin the r rin;;;e or doses 5 0 to 
150 cercariae " is slgn.lficant ( table 6 ). '!'his sugg~sts tlrnt both 
factors, namely the dose and the duration o: infection, arc inte1.'rclated 
and depandent on each other in r,roducL,g but not in controlling the 
degree of anaemia. It was found, however, that the duration of 
infection affects the intensity of anaemia at a mo1·c sigrMlcruit level 
( 0.1% ) than did the dose of infection ( 2.5% ) ( table 6 ). 
Dcnth of all mice infected with 300 eercariae of S.J11nnsoni after 
54 days of infection was reported by S:;.uod ( 1965 ). Longer exposure 
of mlce 1184 weeks" to 25 cercari:w of S.mansoni was found to cause 
severe bypocbromic anaemia ( Suad, 1978 ), The present study 
sltpports the'3e suggestions to tho effect that high doses of infection to 
mice with S. mansoni c:in cause severe anaemia . tn a ~hort porlod of 
UIY'e . { Sauod, 1S65 ), while longer exposure to a smllll dose still 
can cal~Se severe anaemia ( Suad, 1978 ), 
Throu::.hout the course of lnfectlon, the annemla was fol:nd to be 
normocbromlc although in some mice there was some deg,:,ce of 
h~'Pochromslo., The MCHC vnlucs of all the infoctcd groups of mlce 
fluctuated r.1·01md the normal level; the corrch>.tlon coefficients between 
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the haemog;J,1bin and the PCV vaiucs in the three groups of the in.fccl.C'd 
as in the control mice were highly s ignificant ( P < 0. 001 ) ( table 4 ) • 
Thus, in the infected mice a decre ase in haemoglobin was os sociatc:cl 
with a significant decrc:i.sc in PCV and vice ve rsa. ri'his observation 
supports the evidence that the anaemia in sch!.stosomln31S is mniuly 
normochromlc. 
It has been reported that pathological blood lo3B s uch as that of 
some para.sltic in!ectloll.3 may cause hypocrhomlc anaemia { de. Gruchy, 
1973 ). Such hypochromia ls commonly associated with mlcrocytos!E: 
and is a characteristic feature of iron deficiency anaemia ( MacLeod 
et al, 1979 ) • In the prese::i.t study, blood films mnde from infected 
anaemic and control mice were examined. SL,ch films dfd not, howE,ver, 
show evidence of a significant hypochromla or mlcrocy(osis. Frequently, 
there was evidence of polychromasla and fragmentatlou of red <1clls and 
perh:i.ps a sllght degree of macrocytosls ( fig. 6 and control £lg. 7 ). 
The prei;cnco of tho t,olychro1~1atic cells "diffuse baso:.,hlllc cells" has 
the :;iamc- significance ns has retlculocytes 1,e. they lntllcate acti,•o blood 
regenerati.on, and when present in large numbera result ln a slight lo 
moderat-e degree of mt.crocytosis ( do. Gruchy, 1973 ). The presence 
of the f,:agmented cel! s suggests that tho nnnomia is haemolytic in lype 
( de. Gruchy, 197:1 and lioffbrnn~ e~ al, 1975 ). 
From these studies and th-, present findings lt ls suggested that the 
1:.naemia in schlstosomiasis 1s m:.,lnl},' normocytic, nc.,1·mochromk: with a 
;, () 
slight degree of hypcr•.;hromasia. This :maemi:1 could be the result of a 
haemolytic process rather than the associated blood loss. Such blood 
loss, however, may be a contributing factor. 
61 
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T able 3 
Comparison bcl:\\ccn b :mic h::tcmatologic ru. value s of mice infected with 150 
ccrcariae of S. m rui&oni and their controls 
Weeks after i Hb gm/ ell 
infe ction Inf. Con. 
0 * 14,3 14,7 
7 ** 8.B 12.!) 
B 7.7 14,5 
9 6.1 14.0 
10 5.9 14.7 
11 7.6 14.3 
12 6,5 13.5 
13 8.8 14,9 
14 7.7 14.8 
15 7.9 14,4 
16 6,9 14,8 
17 7.2 14.0 
18 6.3 14.9 
Mean 7,8 14,3 
S.E. 0.43 0.12 
Controls P <0,001 
p Group ] P <0,02 
Group 2 p n.a. 
* Beginning or incubation period 
•• End of incubation perlod 
I 
I 
I 
l 
PCV % MCHC % 
Inf. Con. Inf, 1: Con. ii 
39,8 40.5 I 35. 4 I 36.1 27.5 40.5 31.9 I 31.9 
26.0 40.5 29,5 35,9 
18,0 40,0 34,2 34.9 
17.0 41,0 34.7 35.7 
22.0 42.0 34,5 34.0 
22.5 40,0 28.9 33.7 
24.5 42.5 35.7 34.9 
26.0 42,0 29.6 35.1 
25.0 41.5 31,6 34.6 
19,5 43,0 35.6 34,3 
26,0 39.5 27,9 35. 3 
18.0 1.5 34,8 35.8 
24.02 41,13 32,61 34,78 
1.2 0,25 O,G3 0.3 
P <: 0,001 Pc: 0,02 
P<.0,001 P < o. 01 
p n.s. p n.s. 
I, 
I 
I 
' I I 
Table 4 
Comparison belwccn basic hacmn.tologlcal values of mice infected with 
S. rr.ansoni nnd their controls 
SourccM of Infected Controls 
variations 1 2 I 3 I 1 ! 2 3 
cercariae~O 
I 
No, of 100 150 0 I 0 0 
Sample size 27 
I 
21 26 27 121 26 
Weeks of test 19 16 18 19 I 16 18 
I 
Mean 9.2 8,9 7,8 14,4 14,5 lu.a 
S.E. 0.37 0,62 0,4:3 0,12 0.11 0,77 
Hb Hange 8.2 9,1 9,2 2.5 2.0 2.2 
gm/dl 1 & 2 2 & 3 1 & 3 inf. & con, p 
n.a. n.s. < 0.02 <0.001 
Mean 29.9 27.7 24.0 41,6 41,0 141,1 
S,E, 1.01 1,9 1.2 0,415 0,45 I 0.24 
PCV Range 21.0 27.0 26.0 8,5 7.5 5. l) 
% 1 & 2 2 & 3 1 & 3 lnf. & con. 
p 
.{0,001 <0,001 D. 8 • n.s. 
Mean 30.7 32.4 32.6 34.7 35,4 34.8 
S.E. 0,46 0,89 0,63 0,22 0,38 0,3 
MCHC Range 9,8 13.2 10.8 6,9 5.8 7,0 I 
~ 1 &i 2 I 2 & 3 1 & 3 I inf. & con. 
p I I 
<0.05 I n .s. <0 ,01 <0.001 <0.02 !-;0,02 
I I 
Hypocli ·romsla 48% I 33% ! 24% : 0 0 \ a.a% i ! 
Hb v .PCV p < 0,001 
r. !p (0 ,001: P c. 0,01 I Hb v weeks 11• ( 0,02 p n. fl. I 
r. Corrclntlon eo,,!fJcfcnt 
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(a) 
Table 5 
Weeks after 
infection 
0 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
(b) 
Tobie 6 
Source of 
varlaticn 
l. BoLwoen 
weeks 
2. Between 
ccrcarinc 
3. Interaction 
weeks x 
ccrcnrlac 
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'.rwo Way A!,nlysis of Variance: 
Means of Hb values "2 mice weekly" 
/ _ __ 1 nfectlng __ number_ of_ corcari_ao-. 
~ so 100 I 1so 
' 
14.6 14.2 14.3 
10.5 12.2 8.8 
9.8 11.6 7.7 
7.4 10.3 6.1 
7.1 s.o 5. 9 
8.5 6.6 7.6 
8.2 6.6 7. 6 
9.0 G. 8 8. 8 
10.0 7. 8 7. 7 
9.4 8. 1 7. 9 
Statistical Terms 
I D.f. Mean of Variance Signiflcanco Squnros Ratio Level 
J4 I l!J.3424 11.29 P<.0.001 
I 2 I 10.7287 6.26 P<.,0.01 
·---
28 2.102 1.23 p n.f4. 
-
1-ig.( 4 ) 
Haematological Values of Mice infected with 150 Cercaria 
of ~.mansoni and Controls. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TRUE SPLENOMEGALY AND J\NAEl\IlA 
Human and animcl lnvestlg:tlions have sbowo that u-,.,, ::ir,~mi:i 
associated with schistosomlasiR can be caused by or aggravared b:ir 
splenomcgaly ( Reimann et al, 19130 and Woodruff et al, 1S66, Sabot~re 
et al, 19<37 and Woodruff, 1973 ), There ha.cl been, hcwevcr, r,o 
previous report on the effect or infection with S. m!!!!.!!2!!.L on the 
spleen/body weight ratio. There have also been no previous reports 
of the rel:iUonship between the a.cturu. increase in the spleen weight :.ir..d 
the course of the anaemia in schistosomiasis. In view of the Important 
role some ohs~rvers consider the cpleen to have in schistosom!asis, a 
study of the kind here referred to was considered to be of lmportW1ce. 
PROCEDl.IBE 
The body wel3hts and spleens of all the l!lfected and control mice 
wore mc&.Stt:red in grams throughout the experiment at tho U:!le the 
animals were autopsied, The percentage of the actual increase in tha 
spleen welg'ht ( true splenomcgaly ) was calculated as follows: 
Spleen w~iqht 
Dody weight 
X 100 • % 
.1, 
HESULTS 
The mean of th..i spleen/body weight percentages for each group 
of mice was increased with the increase in the dose of infection 
( tables 7 and 8 and fig. 8 ). The difference in true splenomch::ily 
between tho groups infected wit:1 50 and 150 cercarkc was shown by 
the t-test to bo slgnlficunt ( P <. o. 2 ), but neither er the3c grot1ps 
were significantly different from the group iniccted with 100 cc1·cariae 
( table S ). 
Dccause of the overlapping in the raw data standard curves 
( figs. 8 and 9 a ) and in order to smooth the curves, a non-Uneai: 
rcgresi:iion fitted model curves "exponent curves", ( Geggs et nl, 1964 
( fig. 9 b ) showed clearly that increase in infection (cercarial load) 
was associated with an increase in splenomegaly. 
COMMENT 
1. Th1·oughout the experiment, the splcnic weights of the control 
mice varied bctv.·ecn o. 07 - o. 68 gm. Such spleen weights in 
these 1.·wo C}:tremes represented about 0.47% of their body 
wcfghte. Me:i..~urln[:' th~ spleen weights by thG suggested ratio 
procedure, therefore, gives no chance for any false impression 
of 3;,lcnom~g:il}'. Moreover, it ts thought l.o l>e more accurate 
~han wdghtng tho spleen in mllligr::uns as reported by MasaJhacs 
et al, ( 19,H ). 
GI 
2. It has been claimed that there is no significant diITerence among 
ihc spleen weights of mice infected wilh 150 cercariae of 
S. in:msoni from the 3rd to the 79th day after infection, :llthough 
the variation of the spleen weights within the group la greater 
than that of the aver~e weight ( Magalhnes et al, 1961 ). b 
the present study, however, there was progressive increase in 
the spleen weights of the infected mice from the end of the 
incubntion period; 5 or 6 weeks later, splenomegaly followed 
more or less a steady course ( fig. B ). 
Splenomcgaly was aignlflcanUy related to the d.:lgree of anaemia 
( table 8 ). However, this docs uot exclude Lhe possibility of other 
factors still in!luencing anaemia. Thus, mice with the spleen 
surgically disconnected from tho portal circulation and placed under 
the skin ( marsuplnllzation ) where there is no pooling of blood, showed 
splenomcgaly 3 weeks aftc1· L,fcctlon with ccrcnri:i.e of s. mansonl 
( Andrade, 196-~ ), Andrade ( 1962 ) also suggested that in mice 
infected with S. m:i.r.:.oni I the reticulo-endothellal stimulation ls an 
important factor in tho pa!.hogm1sis of splcnomegaly rather than the 
chronic par;slva ce.:ig~stiou of blood duo to portal hypertension. 
Moreover, anacmilt c:i.n be developed in splencctomlsed mice when 
lnfoctecl with S. m..ill)fil?!!!_ ( Mahr.1oud et n1, 1972 ). 
1 
Table 7 
True splcnomegaly "Spleen/Dody weight %11 in mice infected with 
S. mnnsoni and their controls 
Weeks after 
I Group 1 I Group 2 I Group 3 ' I • infection I Inf. i Con. I Inf. I Con. I Inf. I Con. I 
I 
0 0.49 0.47 0.41 0.44 0.48 0.42 
7 0.94 0.47 1.12 o.49 1.11 0.44. 
8 1.09 0.43 1.4 0.5 1.63 0.49 
9 0.99 0.42 1.55 0.53 1.53 0.38 
10 1.2 0.43 1.75 I 0.53 2.18 0.37 11 1.6 o.s 1.65 I 0.5 1.78 0.47 12 1.6 0.47 1. 85 0.47 1.8 0.34 
13 1.48 0.48 1.8 0.54 1.54 0.52 
14 1.79 0.42 1.6 0.47 1.8 0.54 
15 1,83 0.45 1.6 I 0.52 1.9 o.5 16 1.58 0.52 1.6 o.54 1.9 0.46 
17 1.79 0.48 
- -
1.7 0.44 
18 1.83 0.44 
- -
1.9 0.5 
19 1.8 0.48 I - - - -
! I Mean 1.39 , 0.46 I 1.47 0,49 1.7 0.45 
S.E. 0,361 o. 07 I o. :J4 0.09 I 0.31 0.12 
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Table 8 
Statisticnl annlys i s of some a..-sp ccts of splcnomcgnly and its relation 
to anaemia in schlstosomlaslo 
Doses of t - test Corr. Coef. 
infection 
- Infected l Controls ---------r------~ -Hb gm/dl PCV % 
I 
Group 1 Group 2 I I 50 cercarlae p n.a. P<0,001 P< i>,01 P -::-. 0.05 
Group 2 Group 3 
100 cercaria.e p n.s. P < 0.001 P<:0.001 Pc:..0.001 
Group 3 Group 1 
150 cercariac P< 0.02 P< 0.001 P<0,001 P..;: 0,001 
Fig. ( 8 ) 
True splenoaegaly in mice infected with 1-~ and their Controls 
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COMPLEMENT ACTIVITY IN ASSOCIATION 
WITH ANAEMIA IN SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
66 
CHAPTER 1 
ESTIMATION OF COMPLEJ'.lENT ACTIVITY BY MODIFICATION 
OF A RADIOACTIVE TECHNIQUE 
The ahUity of certain complement components to cause lysis is of 
particular interest ae: it may en::ible some pathological and clinical 
a':Jpects of disease to be understood. The complement syatem appears 
to be present in all higher forms of life (Forsdyke, Ul7 3 ) • Under 
certain condil.ions, complement can participate in a variety of 
inflammatory and membranolytic processes ( Glovsky ct al, 1974 ). 
In this study attention has been concent1·atcd on tho process whereby 
complement is involved in damage to the erythrocyte membrane. 
In practice the measurement of complement activity is not easy. 
Lachmam <.t al, ( 1973 ), reported that the Investigation of serum 
complement tends to be restricted to relatively few laboratories largely 
because of the difficulties in setting up the relevant techniques. In 
this study a radioactive immunohaemolytlc test ( Rosenbe rg ct r,1, l 9G2 
was found to be appropriate for measuring tho h:icmolytlc activity of 
complement 1n tho mouse sera. Tho chief advant.ige offe red by thi!J 
radiometric technique over the other colourimctrlc mcthofls fur 
detecting hr..emolysis Is the availllblllty of an accurate ~sny of comple-
ment in which any haemolysls of mouse reel cells o{fors no obstacle. 
As a result of pilot expe riments, however, modification of some 
67 
aspects of the t,~st was .fow1Cl to be nect'ssary. 
MATERIA1.S AND METHODS 
1 - Re3gcnts: 
1. 
51 . Sodium chromate ( Cr ) , a sterile aqueous Isotonic 
solution of radioactive chomium ( injection B. P., 1 ruCi 
was obtained from ( The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, 
U.K. ), 
2. Sheep blood in Alsever's solution, and rabbit anti-sheep 
haemolysln as an amboceptor were obtained from 
( Wellcome Reagents Limlted ). 
3. Veronal buffered saline was prepared according to the 
method o! Mayer ( 194jl) Prepa-ration o! 1~0 
molar EDTA in O. 85% NaCL ( PH 7 .2 ) was effected by 
the addition of 0.1 % gelatin to the buffer. This has been 
found virtually to climln::tto loss of radioD.ctivc cl11·omiu11; 
( Rosenberg ct al, 1962 ) • 
11 - Hnemolytic teat: 
1st Pilot cxncrlmcnt 
1. Sheep blood was ccntrilugcd at 2000 r.p.m. for 3 mlnutP.s 
and the supernatant was removed. To 0.1 ml o! packed 
51 cells, 1 ml of Cr ( approximately IGO ,.1.1Ci was udd~c.l. 
Whllo being zenUy :igito.ted, tho mLxture wns lncubntcd 
68 
for 1 hour in a water bath ut ::J7° C. It was then 
refrlgcratcd at 4°C overnight. After thls the labelled 
cells were washed three to five tlmes with veron:tl 
buffered saline and made up to 2.5% suspension 
8 
approximately 10 red cells/ml ). 
2. The runboceptor was made to 1:50 dlluUon. 'The sheep 
red blood cells were sensitised at ice bath t~mperaturc 
for 5 minutes at the most. 
3. The test. was carried out in small 10 x 77 mm sterile 
plastic tubes ( No. 64268 Travenol Laboratories Ltd., 
Thetford, Norfolk ) • 
In order to obtain reproducibility ( ± 5% ) of results in 
replicate tltratlons, extreme cleanllness in every step 
was essential. 
Using a mlcroplpotte, the re~cnts were added ln the 
following order:-
a. 
b. 
c. 
o. 01 ml of the diluted haemolysin. 
51 0,05 ml of 2.5% Cr labelled sheep RBCs. 
0,01 to 0,10 ml of infected mice sera ( after 
tl1awtng and agitation ) • 
d, Verona! buCfer saline to give a total volume of 
0,25 ml. 
Ji&_. At thla :1tep marked hnemolyals was noticed in 
all tubes. 
GO 
4. All relevant controls wore included with each set of tests: 
i. Sera from control mice for step ( 3--<l ). 
ii. Absor.cc of ei.ther step ( 3-a)or (3-c ). 
Iii, Mouse sera heated to 56° C for 30 minutes for 
step ( 3-<: ) • 
0 
5. The reactants wcra mixed, placc.d in a 37 C ) water 
bath and mixed at 15 minute interval s. The rcactlo11 
was stopped by the addition of 2 ml cold vcronal bufforcd 
saline. The tubes were rapidly centrlfoged at 3000 r.p.m. 
for 3 minutes, the supernatant was poured into separate 
tubes. 
~.B. At this point complete ha.emolysis was noticed in 
all tubes. 
6. Both the supernatants and the sedimented cells wore 
placed in a well -type scintillation counter. Samples 
were counted for 40 seconds, and total counts of between 
30,000 - 40,000 were obtained. 
7. Correct counts were measured by subtraction of tho 
background count from both the count for the supernatant 
and thnt for the sedimented cells. The remaining cow1ts 
were ldcntlfit'd as correct counts. The counts attributable 
to the non• specific chromium leak0&c from the cells were 
determined by measurements of tho counts from the 
'( U 
supernatants of the controls { step 4, ii ) . 
The percentage of lysis was calculated as follows:-
% of lysis S-n T - n. x 100 
S = counts in supernatant mlnUR backgrow1d. 
T = total counts of supernatant and cells minus back-
ground. 
a = counts attributDble to non-specific leakage of 
chromium. 
It was impossible to use the above formula to ciett:rmine the 
percentage of haemolysls for due to almost complete haemolysls in all 
tubes, the count in {a) was more or less the same as in the othe1· 
superuatants (S). It was sssentlal, therefore, to review the steps of 
the test Ju order to obtain a reasonable haemolysis. Thus, tho dilution 
of tbv amboceptor and of the radioactive chromium were increased. 
Sterile normal saline. glass tubes and sheep blood from other labora-
tories were also , used. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
The final suitable alternatives were as follows:-
Inr.rease the dilution of amboceptor to 1 : 100, 
51 Decrease the dose or ( Cr ) to 100 .uCi/ml. 
Use of sterile lstonlc phosphate buffered saline PBS ( PH 7 .2 
with O. 1 % golatlno ) inste ud of the veronal bufierod saline in rul 
steps of the test. 
Using the above modiflcaUons, the test waz performed again and 
71 
sensible results were obtained ( table 9 ) • 
2nd Pilot expC'riment 
The amount of scrum available from a single mouse was almost 
not cnou.;h to be used in step ( 3-c ) "O. 01 - 0.10 := 0,56 ml of 
serwn". Thus, according to the availability of scrum from rut 
lndlvl dual mouse, either amounts were used In swp ( 3-c ) as 
follows:-
x, 0,01, 0,03, 0,05, 0,07 und 0.1 = 0.26 ml of serum. 
or 
xx. 0,02, 0,0-1, 0,06, 0.08 and 0,1 = 0,3 ml of serum. 
Tho amounts in step ( x ) were made first and if scrum was still 
available, o. 01 ml of it was added to the first 4 tubes, thus turning 
ste!) ( x ) into step ( xx ). The Idea was to measure complement 
acllvity in ea{lh mouse, and to use all the serum available from 
such mouse. 
In or<'l«1· to test the sensitivity of this vru.·iation of the method, 
pooled sera from two infacted and two control mice were used. The 
dlfC<'rcnccs botv:ccn the percentage of hnemolysls bet.ween the odd ( x ) 
and cvea ( x.,c ) amow1ts of sera wero found to be not slgnlflcnnt 
( table 10 ), This means that either runounts of sora ( x or xx ) could 
be U3ed to detect haemolysls. Indeed, lf all the scrum cbtnlned from 
one mouse i.e. o. 26 - o. 3 ml was used In one step, the degree o! 
hacmolyei::1 will be lncreascd and may exceed 100%, This required 
rc-adju;;tmcnt of the tr.,st and dilution of the rongcnts. Although thiB 
may hm•e seemed more en.sy than titration of the scrum, its main 
disadvnntage is the lack of sel'!sitivlty due to the inability to observe 
the proportional increase in hn.cmolyois v.ith the increase J.n the 
amount of sera ( table 9 and Fig. 10 ). However, the one step 
method may be useful for the purpose of screening mice fo"J:" the 
presence of complement ( Rosenberg et al, 1962 ). 
Bearing in mind that the amount of any mouse sora used ia the 
test is in fact the whole amount o.C serum obtainable from the mouse's 
circulation; the mean of the percentages of haemolysis in an indlvid ual 
mouse serum, therefore, is an accurate measure of the haemolyUc 
activity in that seru:u. This was expressed as the percentage of 
haemolytic units per mouse scrum, 
Using the prcvlous modifications, the test was sltccessfully used 
to measure the hnemolyttc activity ( complement ) In the sera or the 
Infected and control rnlce, 
1'he test wa3 ruso used to detect tho haemolytic activity in human 
and :nonkey s~r:i. l-1 both conditions, tho percentage of haemolysis, 
even with the sm:lll:lst amounl of serum ( 0. 01 ml ) , was almost 100%. 
Dilution o! tho a.mb0ceptor may be necessary for the test to be suitable 
for such scra. 
RESULTS 
At tile end of thl, lr.cubation poriod, tho throe infected groups of 
'/ 3 
mice showed m ark,,d dccr.:?ase in their complement levels as compared 
with tho control series . There was no more notice::iblc fall in the 
complement levels 3 to 5 weeks later, and through to the end of the 
experiment (figs. 11 and 12). This probably resulted from an 
increasing immwuty against the infection. 
In the two groups of mice infected with 50 and 150 cerca:-iae , 
the complement le·,els were, ns rihown by the t-tcst, slgnlficnntly 
different from ea.ch other, but not from the group infected with l 00 
cercariae ( table 11 ). This suggests that an lncreMe in the 
cercarial load can cause a fall in the complement levels. In the 
control mice there was no signUicant difference between the complement 
levels In all groups ( table 11 ) • 
In all the three e;roups of the infected mice there was a signlflcant 
relationship betwee n either the haemoglobin ( fig. 15 ) or tho PCV 
values and serum complement. A fall in serum complement was 
associah:id with a s lgnlflca..-.t inc rease in the degree of anaemia 
"P < o. 00111 ( tDblo 13 ). In the control series there was no such 
rclatlon::'!1ip ( flg . 15 ). 
Table 9 
Titration o( an individual serum oi mouse infected with 50 ccrcariac 
of S. mnnsoni 
J Sera Counts in Lyslt1 % 
1" 
I in ml 
- Deposit I Supernatant Per ml j Me an j S.E. 
I 
0.01 
0.03 
0.05 
22757 
19203 
15031 
3131 
4190 
6274 
0.07 J 13854 7248 
,__ 0.1 ---- --13514 :-- 8010 ----
..::N ~ • ~er a" l_ 19 713 ,_ ~::: ___ _ 
0.05 20625 1864 
11 Heated S<Jra" 
4.5 
10.0 
21.9 
27.2 
30.6 
16,84 0,46 
----------------~----
0 
---------
0 0 0 
------------~--------~--------- ---------
0,05 
"No ambo -
ceptor 
19536 1696 0 
o----------~------------- ------- -----
Background 189 
T able 10 
Effect of usngc of different am ounts of pooled serum of infected 
nnd control mice 
Amount of scrum % haemolytic units/mouse serum 
in ml I Infected Controls 
X 18.8 38.7 
odd aniounts 
xx 22.9 43.5 
even amounts 
1. between infected : p n.s. 
2. between controls : p n.s. 
p 
between infected x P <0.05 3. : 
and controls xx: P < 0.05 
. 
7G 
Table 11 
Scrum complement lc·.·~lt1 " mennB of every week reading" in mice 
infeet.ed with S. rnansoni and their controls 
-------· 
Complement " % haemolytic tutlts/mouse scrn" 
Weeks after I 
lnfcotion Group 1 i Group 2 Group 3 
Inf. Con. I Inf. I Con. Inf. I Con, I 
0 34.2 41,2 35.8 31.5 28,5 33.7 
7 22.1 53,5 15.6 27.7 9.0 34,0 
8 13. 7 34.2 7,6 48,1 7.1 4.2,6 
9 8.6 50,0 11,1 36,0 5.3 34,8 
10 10,0 37.3 6,0 48,2 5,0 37,'i 
11 8,9 34.4 4,8 50,0 9,5 32,2 
12 15,0 40,5 5,9 39,0 4,8 46,5 
13 17.6 55,0 8,2 38,9 6,4 41,2 
14 14,5 40.6 9,7 45,8 7,3 54,6 
15 11.2 47,4 10,7 48,6 I 9,6 45,3 
16 13,8 37.9 6,8 49.3 5,5 
I 
52.3 
17 13.G 64,5 - - 8,9 37,5 
18 9.2 40,6 I - - I 
9,8 I 42.3 
19 ./- 10.4 47,8 I - - - I -I 
-
Mean 14,6 44.6 11.3 42,1 8,9 I 41,1 
S,E, 1.4 1.7 1.9 1.5 1,3 I 1 ,; I 
I I 1&2 I 1&2 2&3 2&3 3&1 I 
3&1 
p n.s. I n.u. D,11 n,s 0,05 n.s. 
I ! ,c; 0.001 i < 0.001 < 0,001 
./- Roadlng-H of n single mou3e 
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Fig.( 11 ) 
Ccr.iplement levels in mice infected with S.mansoni and their Controls 
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Difference betwen Comple111ent levels in mice infected 
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CHAPTER 2 
DISC USSION AND STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP DETWEEN 
ANAEMIA, C01'1IPLEMENT AND SPLENOMEGALY 
After the initial plnses o! this study, complemtmt wa.'3 dctoct;tl>l1.:: 
in almost all the mice sera, With the modification made in the. 
materials and methods, the test was found sllitable and prob:ibly more 
reliable than other colourimetcrlc techniques. In this study, th(} 
method dev.Jlopcd to calculate the complement haemolytic activity ¥.'as 
found to have an advantage over that commonly used and known as 
the CH 50/ml method ( Mayer, 1961 and Fischer, 1961 ). Their 
method measures the haemolytic activity in normal scra, either by 
dilution of complement over a range where partl:il haemolysis occurs 
"Mayer's technique" or by measuring tho time needed to achieve 5o% 
lysls with a fixed amount of cdmplemont ( Fischer, 1961 ). The 
percentages of lysis were determined spectrophotomctrJcally; a sigmoid 
~t andard curve ls plotted and used to read 20-80% lysis of other sera. 
The CH 50/ml method would use normal mice sera as a reference 
sera lllld would not, therefore, measure the low hnomolytlc activity 
of the mice weekly. Thus, it would not be poBSlble to test the 
dWerences between the haemolytic activity of the infected and control 
mice throughout the experiment ( tllbla 11, fig. 13 ). It ls particularly 
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important to do this in view of the great variation in complement 
there is between individual mice scra. It was for this reason that 
the CH 50/ml method was not used. 
One observation worth mentioning here, is that the seru o{ the 
infected mice was much paler in colour ( containing less haemolysed 
1·ed cellfl ) than that of . the control mice ( fig. 14 ). This may be 
related to the strength of the haemolytic power of such sera. This 
observatlor. , U1crctorA, adds to the value of using the radioactive 
techniques for measuring complement rather than the colourimctm.'lc 
methc-ds. This ls because the colour of the sera would :iot affect 
the results obt.:u.nod from the former method, but could do so in the 
latter. 
L'l order to study the relationship between anru3mia and complement 
<.! . 
V " 
and to compare that relationship with the relationship between anaemia 
and splonomegaly in all the infected mice, a whole data summary is 
glvon In ( table 12 ) and a whole correlation matrix 1s given ln ( table 
13 and !ig. 14 ), From these two tables, it ls obvious that complement 
and splenomcgaly are both slgniflc:mtly related to the haemoglobin nnd 
PCV iu the three groups. However, although the haemoglobin, PCV. 
complement and splenomegaly in group 1 and 3 are significantly 
di!fcnint from each other ( tables 4, 8 and 11 ) , the relationship 
J;otwcen either U1c haemoglobin or the PCV and complement 1n both 
grc,ups does not dl!fcr to a significant level ( table 13 ). The 
relationship between eilhcr of I.he haemoglobin or PCV and splenomcgaly 
ln the s?.me gronps, however, is significantly different from each other 
at the 5% level ( table 13 ) • This ~uggcsts that Vlith the increases ia 
the dose of ,md/or the durF.tim, of infe1Jtlon, the rela;ionship between 
anaemia and complement remains the sa..>ne, but the relat.ionship between 
anaemia and splcnomegaly varies. 1.n oth<:r words, in schistosomiasia, 
the degree of anaemia is more l!ssoelated with a fall in the complement 
levels than an lncrea:;ic ln the spleen weight. The co~plement 
dependent Immunological mechanism, therefore, is more likely to be 
the prime calLSe for anaemia ln schistosomiasis. This was suggested 
by Woodruff ( 1973 ), Mahmoud at al ( 1973 ) and Sund ( 1978 ) and 
confirmed by this study. 
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Table 12 
Data summary of the infected mice 
I 
of cerc.1 
I I 
Variables I No. Sample size Mc:an S.E. 1 R=gc 
I 
a. Group l I 
l. Hb 9.21 0.37 8.20 
2. PCV 50 27 29.90 1.01 21. oo I 
3. Complement 14.62 1.42 28.10 I 
4. Sp/BW 1.41 o.os 1.53 , 
b. Group 2 I 
1. Hb 8.94 o. 82 0.10 
2. PCV 100 21 27. '18 1. 89 I 27.00 I 
3. Complemant 11,29 1. 97 1 36. 80 I 
4. Sp/BW 1.47 o.o9 i 1.sa I 
e. Group 3 
1. lib 7.80 0.43 9.20 
2. PCV 150 ~ 26 24.01 1.23 2c.oo 
3. Complement 
I 
8.90 I 1.27 28.30 
4. Sp/BW 1.70 I o.oa 1.88 
I I 
Table 13 
Correlation matrL" for mice bfcctcd with S, m::msoni 
Group 1 "infect.cd wit.h 50 ccrcariae" 
1. Hb 
2. .873 PCV 
3.* .742 .704 Complement 
4.* -.523 -.385 -.598 Sp/.Bwt 
1. 2. 3. 4. 
Group 2 "infected with 100 cercarlae" 
1. Hb 
2. .911 PCV 
3. .762 .610 Complement 
4. -.822 -.740 -.874 Sp/.Bwt 
1. 2. 3. 4. 
Group 3 "infected with 150 cercariae" 
1. Hb 
2. ,930 PCV 
3."' .864 .760 Complement 
• 4. -.775 -.710 -.703 Sp/.Bwt 
1. 2. 3. 4. 
All values of (r) are signJflcant at the 5% level or less 
Difference botwe,m 3* P n.s. 
Difference bciwcen 4* P < O. 05 
8(; 
Fl. t·i- 1-l 
Sera of eomo 111fccted and control mice showing that the formor 
1■ paler than the latter 
b'i 
FI-:ur<" 1-1 
Sera o! c-omc Llfcctcd a!l.d co::.trol mice showing that the former 
ia paler than the latter 
Sc-r.1 of i=omc l 1foctcd a!ld co~trol mice showing that lhc for :nnr 
ls paler thnn the latter 
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Fig( 15 ) 
Correlation matrix between haemoglobin and both Serum Complement 
and true Splenomegal y in mice infected with S.mansoni and Control s 
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PART 5 
COMPARISON BET1i EEN INFECTION WITII 
S. MANSONJ AND T.RHODESIENSE 
9 
CHAPTER 1 
EXPERIMENTAL TRYP ANOSOMIASIS 
In the study reported here, mice infected with Trvpnnosomn 
rhodcsiensc were examined for an::emla, oplenomeg:tly and complement 
levels and the inter-relationship between these threo factors. The 
results were compared with those of mice infected wlth S. rnnnsoni. 
T. rhodcsicnsc was first described in 1910 from a patient in 
the Zrunbesl region whore the infection may have existed in endemic 
form, and whence it gradually sprend northwards ( Wilcocks et al, 
1973 ). The infection now ls mainly confined to Central and Eastern 
Africa ( De Raadt, 1976 ) , though it still exists tn "Gambia" West 
Africa Lumsden et al, 1979 ). 
The reasons why trypanosomlasls was selected for compa.1lson 
with schistosomlasls .vere illecussed tn the review of literature. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1. Extlcrlmcutal aoimals :-
Two groups of 20 inbred T. o. strain male wbite mice ( the a rune 
as that used In infection with S 1 mansoni ) and equivalent nwuber 
of control mice wore used ln this experiment. 
2. Parasites and Infection:-
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'l',vo strains of T. rhodcsicnsc were used to infect the mice: 
i. Animal strain : "group l ". 
Number ( D2/ll/180 BIA ), was kindly obtained from Dr. 
W.E. Ormerod, Prolo7.oolog-y Depn.rtment, London School cf 
Hygiene ond Tropic::il Medicine. 
ii. Huma!l strain : "group 2 11 • 
Isolated from an Africim patient :it I.he Hovpital for Tropical 
Diseases in November, 1977. The para.sites were .separated 
from the blood of the dor.or patient by graducl centrifugation. 
3, Infection:-
Thc number of trypanosomes in a suspension ln sl.erlle 5% 
dextrose - O. 9% NaCl was cowited and adjusted to the desired 
concentration ( 1000 h•ypanosomes/0.1 ml ). Each mouse w:::s 
infected intraperltoneally with O. 2 ml of tile T. rhodesiense 
suE1penslon; controls received an equivalent volume of sterile 
diluent. 
4. Course of lnfectlon:-
Mlce were kept 1n holated cages wider conditions slnular to that 
mode for mice infected with S. mansoni. 
Two mice from each group were killed weekly from the Ume of 
lnfectlon. Parnsltaemlas were followed by obtaining blood samples 
at the death of the mice with the a.id of 11 hnemocytometer counting 
chamber. For Lhe haemocytometer counts, tho blood samples were 
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diluted in crythrocytc-<liluting pipettes with 1 % formalin - o. 9 
NaCl containing 10% Glcmsn 1:1tain. 
Haemoglobin, PCV, MCHC, compltm1cnt and true splenomci;aly 
were all mcnsured as in s~histosoma infected mice. 
During the course of ir.fcct.ion, 7 mice from the first group and 
9 mice from the second g-roup died. 
RESULTS 
After one week of Infection a slight do:!gree of normochromlc anaemia 
was observed in the two infected groups of mice. WiU1 the progress of 
infection, anaemia gradually Increased ( figs. 16 and 17 ), but remained 
normochromic ( table 14 ). The spleen/body weight ( fig. 18 ) and Ute 
number of trypanosomes/ml of blood ( fig. 19 ) also increased ( t:..ble 
15 ). Meanwhile, a drastic reduction of serum complement occured mid 
remained so to the end of I.he experiment ( table 16 and fig. 20 ). In 
the blood films stained with Gil!msa no sign of hypochroma<Jia w::w presc11t 
but many polychromatic cells and some fragmented cells were found 
( fig. 21 ). 
From these tables and figures, the results in the two groups of 
mlce arc~ seen to be very similar although one group was infected by a 
strain of trypanosome isolated from a patient's blood and the other by 
a strain of trypanosome kept in the laboratory for several years. The 
t-tcst revealed that the dlffcr.:ince between all tho results in tho two 
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groups w:ts not signific:111t. It was, therefore, decided to acld together 
the results obtained each week ::md use t'he mean ns one group 
( table 17 ). This was particularly useful for. comparison w!th the 
results obtained in schistosomai infc•lted mice. 
The. relrttlonship bctwc,m nr..aemi'.\. corr..olcmcnt, splenomegaly in 
trvoanos0miasis: 
Tho relationship between the haemoglobin and L'le PCV was almost 
perfectly direct nDd highly s igni.fic ::mt "P < o. 001 11 ( table 18 ) as a 
consequence of the d,~valopment of normochromic anaemia during the 
course of the infection. 
The 1·elationships between anaemia and either SP.rum complement, 
splenomeg;aly or the number of trypanosomes/ml of blood were ill 
significant nt the 5% level or less ( correlation matrix, table 18 ), 
The decrease of serum complement was not significantly related to 
either the increase ln the spleen weights or the increase In the number 
of trypnnosomes/ml of blood and there could be other rea.'3ons for the 
drastic fall of serum comple,mcmt observed ln the Infection. These 
reasons are discussed ln the following chapter. Likewise, the almost 
perfect correlation between the haemoglobin and the PCV ( r. 0. 93 ) , 
the relationship between the spleen/body weight % and the numbor of 
tr)p:mosomes/ml of blood was highly significant ( r. o. 94 ) ( table 18 ) • 
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Table 14 
Buie haem.atolugical values of mice Infected with T,rhodestenso and thet.r controls 
Duration of infection 
Sources of 
- -
4 weeks , 5-weeks I G weeks j 1 weeks variations 1 dny 1 week 2 weeks 3 weeks 
Group 1 
a.Db Inf. 1-t.5 10,7 10.0 10.2 10,0 9,7 11.5 -
Con. 1-t.5 15.0 15,2 14.5 15.2 14.5 14.9 -
b.PCV Inf. 41.0 30.5 28.0 28,3 28.7 27.5 32.0 -
Con. 40.5 41.0 42,5 40,5 42.5 41.3 41,5 -
c. MCBC -
Inf. 35.3 35.0 35.8 36.1 35.8 35,3 I 35,6 -
Con. 35.8 36.6 35.8 35.9 35.9 35. 3 I zs .s -
I 
Group 2 I 
a.Hb Inf. 14.2 12.9 11.4 11.4 8,2 !),l 7.9 9.5 
Con. 14.7 13.7 13.3 15.3 15.5 g,G 14.C 14,5 
.,.PCV Inf. 39.0 36.0 31.3 .31.8 22.8 25.S 22.3 26.5 
Con. .u.s 38.0 37,8 42.0 I 43.3 41.0 -10.2 I ,o., 
c. I.ICBC 
:nr. 36.3 34,9 36.3 35.8 35.8 35,7 35.7 135. 8 
Con, 35.3 35,9 36.1 35.8 35,8 35,8 35, 9 S6,3 
- p 
P < 0.001 
P < 0, 001 
P n,s. 
P n.s. 
P <0, 001! 
I 
I 
p <0,0011 
. I l p <0.00ll 
<:> 
.. 
Table 15 
Spleen/body weight % ''true splenomegaly" and I.ho numbers of Trypanosomes/mWblood in mice 
lnfect6<1 with T. rhodcslense and their controls 
Sources of Duration of infection I 
vartatiooa 
1 d~ 1 week I 2 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks 5 werks G weeks 7 week., 
Group 1 
a.Sp/Bwt % 
-
p 
I 
I 
I 
I Infected 0.57 3,23 3,5 3,55 2.54 5.78 4,72 
Controls 0,44 0,53 0,51 0.5 0,55 0,55 0,52 p <0.001 I 
b. Ti:yps/ml I 000 256 96,5 215 257 352 138 
- -
I 
T 1000 
Group 2 
I a.S~wt % I C.23 lmccted 0,57 l,7t 1.95 3,75 t.72 5.14 7.0 P <0,001 Controls 0,5 o.a O,t3 o.st 0,38 0,35 I 0,45 0.33 
I I 
b.Trypa/ml I 38.5 I 520 I 
j 
000 37,5 22,0 250 , 510 I 580 -
I 
t- 1000 I I I I i 
::, 
:., 
T able l G 
Scrum complement levels ( % haemolytic units/mouse scra) 
in mice infected wi th T. rhodcsicnse and their controls 
Duration of 1st Group 2nd Group 
I infection Infected Controls lnfr::cted I Conb:-ols 
1 day 30.5 48.9 44.15 38.1 
1 week 3.5-l 36.9 1.97 3il.O 
2 weeks 2.7 40.25 0.6 53.9 
3 weeks 3.51 33.0 4.1 42.G 
4 weeks 1.93 37.2 3.5 3G.8 
5 wcekA 0.72 30,8 0.58 49.0 
.6 wee!<S 3.0 24.2 1.05 38.3 
7 weeks 
- -
o.s 66.3 
p < o. 001 I P <0.001 p 
p n.s. 
OG 
--, 
I 
I 
I 
Tab!L.!! 
'The resulta of all mice infected with T I rnodcsiQnBt and their controls 
Sources ol 
~. 
W e e k a a f t e r 1 n f e c t 1 o n ~ Me,n I S.E J P - ---
variations I I 1 2 3 4 5 6 I I 
No. of mice: Inf. 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 I Con. 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 I 
Hb gm/cD : Inf. 14.3 11.8- 10.7 10.8 I 9.0 
7,2 9.7 9.5 j 10.4 lo.14 1.0 001 
Con. 14.6 14.1 14.3 I 14.9 15,4 14.6 14.7 14. t> , 14 . 6 10.11 • 
PCV $ : Inf. I 40.0 I 34.2 I 29.6 I 30,0 I 25.8 I 26.5 I 27.1 I 26 .5 I :~:: 1~:: 1\0. 001 Con. 41.0 39.0 40.1 41,3 12,9 41.1 41.1 40.0 
MCHC 'I, : Inf, I 35.9 I 35.8 I 36.0 i 35.9 I 35.3 I SS .5 I 35 .7 I 35. 8 35 . 8 tJ Con. 35.5 35.6 35.5 36.0 35.8 35.5 35 .8 36,3 35 .7 0,1 n.s . 
Complement 'I, : 
I 
I 
6. 8 '·L4 I Inf. 37.3 2.8 1.7 3.9 2.7 I 2.2 2,6 0.8 Con. 43.5 36.5 47 .1 37.8 37.0 39 ,9 31 .2 66.3 42 .4 ,a.s ,0•001 I I I 
Sp/B,r er, : Inf. 0.57 I 2. 23 2.76 3.59 3.43 I 5.46 5.47 I 7. 0 I 3,8 0. 73 O 001 Con. , 0.5 I 0, 58 0,47 0,52 0,46 I 0.45 0, 38 0.33 0,4G 0. 0'>. ' 
I Trype~~ooo I 000 I 110 I 59.3 I 233 I 321 I 420 I 329 580 
~ 
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Fig( 16) 
Haemoglobin values fn ■fee infected with T.rhodesiense ar,d their Controls 
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PCVS values in 111ce infected with L,rhodesiense and their Controls 
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Fig.( 18) 
True Splenoniegaly fn mice infected with 150 Cercariae of S.mansoni; mice infected 
with 1.rhodesiense and Controls. 
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Progress of Parisitaemia in mice infected with T.rhodesiense 
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Fig.( 20 ) 
Fall in serum Compl:ament in mice infe cted with T.rhodesiense. 
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CIIAPT.TCR 2 
DISCUSSIO:~ AND COMPARISON 
WITH SCIIISTOSOl\llASIS 
In the m,"l)eriment reported her~, mice infected •vith two strains 
of T .rhodc siensc ( human and animal ) had no signific,1..1t dif.ferences 
between their a."laomi:l, splenomegnly and complement levels t>S shown 
by the t-tcst. Thls may suJgest that the virulence of 'I'. rhodosicnso 
ls not lest or reduced if the trypanosomes are !~ept in the laboratl,ry 
for several years. 
Anaomia was reported to bo common in African trypr.noso;ni~si s 
( Woodruff et al, 1966 and Assoku et al, 1977 ). Woodruff et :Jl ( l:) '.36 
and 1976 ) also suggested that a haemolytic factor is present a.ncl 
associated with I.he anaemia in patients with Africa.'1 trypm.1osomiru;;.s. 
Murray ot al (1973) reported that some rats ln!ected with T. bn1cci 
underwent a major haemolytic crisis, with haemoglobinaemla. and 
haemoglobinuria before they died. Herbet et al ( 1973 ) also su:.;gestcd tli.,~ 
in mlco infected with T. brucci the erythrocytes may pla,y a part in tho 
immune response by adsorbing antigen on their surface; this ma,;-
provlde a clue to the cause of anaemia. It has :ilso boon sug:5os tcd that 
cal vos infected with T. congokn& develop a complement mccli:itcd 
haemolytic mioomla ( A&soku ct :il, 1977 ). 
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In 6 patients suffering from infection with T. rhodcsicn8c th0 
haemoglobin ranged from 4. 8 to 11, !) gm/dl ( Woodruff ct al, 1966 ). 
However, the black African patient from whom the tryp.moson1es were 
isolated for infection of the 2nd group of mice had a moderate degree 
of anaemia ( haemoglobin 13. 7 gm/dl nnd PCV 36.5% ) on admission 
to the Hospital for Tropical Diseases. A moderate degree of iinaemia 
has also been observed in mice infected with T.lowisl ( El On et al, 1976 
and in the present study. As in schlstosomiasis, the anaemia was 
normochromic ( fig. 22 ), however, in schlstosomlasis there was some 
degree of hypochrornnslo.; the anaemia was mora severe, and rather 
more haemolytic in nature. It thus seems that the anaemia associated 
with ,\frican trypanosomiasis ls of a moderate degree; normochromic 
picture and haemolytic nature. 
The t-test showed that the haemoglobin and the PCV valuefl of 
mice infected with T. rhodesiense differed at the 2% and 5% levels from 
those values In mice infected with 150 cercariae of S,mnnsonl, but did 
not differ from those values in mice Infected with 50 or 100 corca:-1:io, 
In the mice infected with 150 cercarlae of s. mansoni I the correlation 
coof!lclont betwe~n low heemoglobln and low serum complement waa 
highly significant ( r 0,93, Fig. 23 ). Although we must be caruful 
when drawing conclusions about the "cause and effect" of this :tlmoi:;t 
perfect correlation. We can be almost certain that the fall in acrum 
compl~ment results from Its adsorption onto erythrocytes that are 
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subsequently destroyed and removed from the circulation. 
In trypanosomiasis, the correlation between haemoglobin and serum 
complement was also significant ( r. o. 74, fig. 23 ) , but the dramatic 
fall in serum complement and the moderate degree of :maer.ii.t 
observed in the infection is unlikely to be a coincidence. However, the 
moderate degree of anaemia which developed did not exclude or 
minimise the role played by complement in its development. Clt'arly, 
the differences between the complement levels and splenomegaly iu 
both infections did re(Jtti.re statistical comparison ( fig~. 23;24;25&27). 
A comparison of the slopes of the regression coefficients of the 
haemoglobin and either or serum complement ( fig. 23 ) or 
splenomcgaly ( fig. 27 ) was made between both infections. Good 
evidence was obtaJned suggesting that either an increase in the splenlc 
weights or de~rcasc in the com?loment levels 1s associated with a 
decrease in the haemoglobin values. Thie decrease in the haemo-
globin values ls loss 1n mice infected with T. rhodeslcnse than in mice 
infected with S. mansoni ( table 19 ) • Evidence, confirmed statlstic:illy, 
chows, therefore, that the decline in hncmogbbln ls more associated 
with U1e fall 1n complement. levels and tho increase in splenic weights 
in schistosomia.sls thun in trypanosoruiasls. Moreover, although mice 
infected with 150 S. mansoni cercariae had significanUy larger spleens 
and 1-,wer complement levels than mice Infected with only 50 cercariae, 
tho ma.xim:il dlITcre11ce between these slopes was between mice Infected 
with T. rhodcsicnsc and those infected with 150 S. mansonl cercad:ic 
( talJlc 19 ). This difference betwesln the slopes and the values 
they represent probably excludes the possibility that splenomegaly 
is the main cause for anaemia iu both infoctions. This 13 bn~.a".Iso 
mice infected with 'I'. rhodeslense were less anaemfo and had 
splenomegaly more than twice as great as in mice infected wifo. l~O 
cercariae of S. m~nsonl. Thus, if splenomegaly :.s the main m ech:ulif'm 
for anaemia in both infeotl.ons, mice infected ,vi.th trypanosomla&is would 
be expected to be mure anaemic than those infected with schiatosomia.sis. 
In trypanosomiasis a high positive correlation ( r. o. 94, P < O. 001 ) 
was fowul between splenomegaly and the numhor of trypanosoml•s/ml of 
blood and this may c:ll.-plain the huge splenomegaly obsel"ved in the 
infection (Ilg. 2G). 
A drastic raduotlon of serum complement was found in rats 
infected with T.lewisi ( Nnglc et al, 1974 and Jarvinen et al, 1976 ); 
almost total loss of the complement activity during the same infection 
was reported by Jarvinen et al ( 1976 ). In the present study a similar 
roduclicn o! scrum complement was found 1n mice Infected with 
T. rhodesfonsc. This ri;iduotlon was not related to either the increase 
ln the: splonlc v.cight or the increase in the number of trypanosomcs/ ml 
of blood :ind waa not associated with eevere anaemia. It would appear, 
thcrefo1·0 , that in 1.rypanosomla.sis, complement ls consumed in some 
lminunologkal proco~scs :tloug with tho one producing anaemia. Thls 
process may be in the centr:il nervous system or elsewhere. 'l'his 
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suggestion compares fa.vournbly with the suggestion of Kobayakawa et al 
( 1979 ) that polyclonal :u1Ubocly plays an lmmuno-pathological role ln 
the development of lesions associated with Afric:m trypanosomiasis, 
including those in the brain, However, the massive di;posltioo of com-
plement ( C3 ) in the renal glomerull in mice infected with T. rhoc!csien .,e, 
( Kabll et al, 1979 ) , may also help to explain the marked fall of serum 
complement observed in t."ie Infection. This fall In scrum complement pre-
cedes its appearance in the kidneys by at least one week ( table 21 ). 
Thus, after complement has diminished perccpUbly in the serum, time 
may be required before complement or complement containing immune-
complexes accumulates in sufficient amounts to become detectable w the 
renal glomerull. 
In trypanosomlasis, there ls Do external blood loss, and splenomegaly 
is thought to have mlnim::u effect oD anaemia, and the circulating trypano-
11omal antigens have already been detected in both human and experlmcmtal 
trypnnosomlasls ( Fruit et al, io77 ). It would appear, therefore, that 
the complement-:nediatcd haemolytic mechanism suggested by Woodrufl 
( 1973 ) and Woodruff et al ( 1973 ) ls the main mechanism for anaemia 
ln trypanosomi(I.Sis as In schlstosomia.c~I!:, 
Finally, the donor patient from whom the trypanosomes were isolated 
had a complement level of 135 mg/dl and a control bad a complement level 
of 156 mg/dl; both levels are normal, Nevertheless, all the infected animals, 
after the incubation period, had marked reduction of their compleir.ent levels. 
Thls difference between man and animal ln their complertEnt levels may be utttllutru a> 
cil'ferent tolc:i:ancc or dllration of the infection. Perhaps l.f the mice 
lived long enough, thcil· co1nplemcnt lovc]s would ag::iin have risen. 
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Table 18 
Correlation m;1trLs;: for mice infected with T. rhodc slensc 
1 Hb 
2 • 933, PCV 
3 • 742 .839 Complement 
4 -.794 -.826 ( -.662) Sp;Bwt 
5 -.783 -.788 ( -.556 .944 Tryps 
1 2 3 4 5 
All values or (r) are algnifloant at the 5% level or leas, cxoopt 
when botwoon brackets ( P n . s . ), 
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'!'able 19 
Comparison between the Eilopes of t:he regression coefficients 
of mice infected with S. mansoni and T. rhodcsic::.se 
I ' Sources of variations Slopes D,F, t p 
Hb V Complement 
1. S.nrnnsoni : 50 cercariae 0,1945 25 1.77 n.n. 
100 II 0.2395 19 2.59 < 0.02 
150 h 0.1083 24' 4,50 .(.0,001 
2 , T. rhodcsiense 0.1083 26 
Hb V Sp/Bwt 
1. S.mansoni : 50 corcarlae -2.4275 25 2,13 < 0.05 
100 II -6.6080 19 6,73 ,e. 0.001 
160 II -3. 9608 24 6,88 L.. 0.001 
2. T. rhodesicnse -0,8388 26 
-
11 
Fig.( 22) 
Noraochroaic anaemia in •ice infected with 150 Cercariae of S.mansoni 
and ■ice infected with T.rhodesiense. 
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Regression slopes of haemoglobin and Complement in mice 
infected with -50 Cercariae of S.mansoni; and mice infected with 
T.rhodesiense and Controls. 
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Fall of Complement and haemoglobin in mice infected with 
150 Cercariae of S.mansoni and mice infected with T.rhodPsiense. 
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Tn.re Splenomegaly in mice infected with T.rhodesiense and their Controls 
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Troe Splenomegaly in mice infected with T.rhodesiense and their Controls 
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Regression slopes of haemoglobin and true Splenomegaly in 
mice infected with 150 Cercariae of S.mansonl and mice 
infected with T.rhodesiense and Controls. 
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PART 6 
COMPLEMENT MEDIATED NEPHROPATHY 
AND LIVER LESIONS IN SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
AND TR YPANOSOMIASIS 
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CHAPTEH 1 
IMMUNOFL UORESCEN'l' TECIINIQUE 
Complement ( C3 ) in kidneys of patients ( Hoshi&o - S!llmlzu 
et al, 1976 ) and of mice ( Mahmoud et al, 1975 and Natali et al, 
1976 ) infected with S. mansonl 11:1 known to be deposited and in this 
study earlier observntlons w~re extended. Serum complement levels 
were found to be decreased in mice infected with §..mansoni aud 
dramatically reduced 1n mice infected with '.I.:.l:!!g_dcs~. 
The purpose of this work wus, therefore, to dotermlne:-
1. Whether complement contalning immune complexes are 
deposited in tho renal glomerull during infection with 
trypanosomlasls as in scbistosomlasls. 
2, Whether such deposition, In schlstosomlnsls and if any In 
trypanosomlasis, ls associated with or responsible for the 
hypocomplementaemla observed in vivo. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Pilot cxoerlmont 
As a control for the nuorescein staining technique, n pilot 
experiment was performed. Adult schistosomes, either whole or in 
pieces, were used 1n order to save the kidney and liver tls.3uos, Tho 
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worms were put into the wells of a microtiter pl:.:te at 37° C and stained 
for 40 minutes with either: 
1. Fh!oresceln conjugated anti-mouse C3 sera. 
2, Fluoresccin conjugated a.,ti-h,unan tmmunoglobulln. 
3, Plain fluoresce in solution. 
All were diluted to 1 in 40 with PBS, 
Worms were then washed in PBS for 30 minutes and counter-stained 
with Evans blue 1 to 10,000 for 5 minutes, then washed several times 
In PBS; mounted on slides and examined by a U, V, microscope, 
Results: 
Most of the female but not the male worms stained with 
fluoresceln conjugated anti-mouse CJ sora showed clear fluorescence 
of their tcgument ( fig, 28 ) and some of their eggs ( fig, 29 ), 
Fluorescence was also noticed when the worms were incubated with 
anti-human lmmunoglobulin and palin flourescein but the results were 
variable. Fluorescence wa.~ readily abolished by the od,lltion of Evans 
blue in those stained with anti-human lmmlllloglobulln (flg, 30 ). 
However, thls did not regularly happen in those stainod with tho plain 
fiuoresceln 11olutlon which appears to stain the whole field ( !lg 31 ). 
From this experiment, lt was concluded that using anti-mouse 
C3 fluorescein conjugated sera may be a rellable method for detecting 
complement dcposlte in mouse tissues. 
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"a" FemaJe S. mansoni adult worm with anti-mouse ( C3 ) deposited 
on its t egument 
''b" Male S. mnnsoni ad,llt worm showing tha.t anti-mouse ( C3 ) 
dcpoalt t1 arf'l .wsent 
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"a" F~male S. mnnsonl adult worm with anti-mouse ( C:? ) d~posltcd 
on !ts tegument 
''b" Mole S-ronn:1oni ::.dult worm showing that nntl-mousc ( C:J ) 
depos it"' ru.'<l abt1cnt 
lZl 
Fl «t r<' ~ __ ........,: ___ 
If " 
"b" M 
. m:m<Jonl rulull ,~orm w th :mti-mous ( C:? ) dopo. ltcd 
on 1ts t ogu1. e n~ 
:;...,,.!!.IJ:.._l_!ll • ll l ' OJ'n\ s ' ing th al 
dc[JU ll ui·o .1 ot 
I ZI 
Fl Ur<' :>!l 
Antl-mou3e ( C 3 ) deposU.ed on the egg of S. mansoni inside tho 
female worm 
l '"' .c. .. 
Fi~ut· :.>!'l 
Antl-mou3" ( C3 ) cleposil.ed on the egg of S. manso 11l i nside the 
female worm 
l "" 
..-".nu-mouse: ( C3 ) cfopo~il.cd 011 the cge:: of S. manso11l insid0 tlic 
female worm 
:F ic;urc 30 
Ant.l-human ( C3 ) on the tegument of a female worm. The 
fluorescence abolished by the additon of Evans blue 
Figure 31 
Female worm atalned with plllin nuoresccln solution 
A n.t.t-human ( C3 ) on the kgumcnt of a female worm, The 
fluorescence nbolished by the additon of Evans blue 
Female worm stained with plain Ouorcsccln soluUon 
. " . 
.,l ..... . 
1, nti-hum::m ( C3 ) on the k.gumcnt of a female worm. The 
fJuorC' :::ccnt~C' nl>olis!ied by the adciit.:m of Evans bltte 
Fl~urc 3 1 
F omn.l wo rm la.inc d llh pl n nuor .., In :i lu Ion 
... ,._. 
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A method similar to that of ( Ehrich et al, 1972 ) was used to 
stain and examine the kidneys and the livcrfl. After the mice were 
killed, kidneys and livers were removed instantly, snap-frozen in 
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liquid nitrogen ru1d kept at -30 C. When processed, sections of 4 Um 
were cut in a cryostat and kept on siliconed glass slides at -2s0 o. 
To remove serum proteins non-specifically bound to the tissue the 
slides were washed with phosphate bufferecl saline PH -= 7. 2 ( PBS ) 
for 15 minutes. The slides were subsequently stalncd for 40 minutes 
with a 1 in 40 dilution of PBS of fluoresceln labelled swine anU-
mouse 03 sera ( obtained from Nordic Pharmaceutical Ltd., Tilbury ). 
The slides were then washed with PBS for 30 minutes to remove the 
excess of non-conjugated staln. Contrast staining by Evans blue at 
the usual concentration of 1 to 1,000 ( Niel et al, 1971) for 3 
minutes followed by washing in PDS 3 times 5 minutes aach was 
found to be satisfactory as a bnckground. The slides were then 
mounted in buffered glycerol mounting medium pH 7 ,2. The sections 
were examined (using a Leitz fluorescence microscope with U. V. blue 
illumination )and photographed. The test was carried out on kidneys 
and Uve::.-s obtained at v:irious regular intervals after the infections 
were induced. A similar technique was regularly performed on 
uninfected mico. Plain fluoroscein wa.s :ilso used to stllin some 
kidney sccllo11s o! mice lnfc.ctcd wlth T. rhorl<"!!len!w. 
1?· _ ..
RESULTS 
1, Kidnevfl 
a. Schlstof!oml asls 
Complement wn'.I demonstrated in the kidneys of most infected 
animals after diilerent periods of infection. Those infected with 50 
or 100 cerc~riae exhibited complement in their kidneys after 12 or 
13 weeks of infection ( figs. 32 and 33 ) • Complement was demon-
strated as early as the 8th week of l.nfecti.:in in those infected with 
150 cercariae ( fig. 24, control - fig. 35; table 20 ) , 
More glomeruli showed nuoresence ( measured by counting the 
number of fluorescent glomerull per Low Power field ) lo the kidneys 
or the mice infected with 150 cercariae than in the kidneys of the 
other two groups ( tnble 20 ). 
b. Trypanosomia£,is 
Two weeks after infection glomerular fluoreocence was observed 
in most of the mice kidneys ( (able 21 and fig. 36 ). Different patterns 
of fluorescence ( !rn'gulnr patches ) were also occasionally observed 
( fig. 37 ) in the kidneys stained with plain fluorescein, As with 
achiatosomiasis, the drop in complement precedes the fluorescence 
of the glomeruli. 
2. Livers ( both infections ) 
None of either the infected or control mice livers examined showed 
speclfic Us sue fluorescence. However, all the Uvers of mice infected 
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with S, mansonl showed a fluorescence pattern similar to a 
schlstosomal egg. The flaorcseence was mostly in the centres of 
granulomas ( figs. 36 and 39, contrcl - fig. 40 ) • Fluorescence 
of schlstosomal eggs inside the foma.le worm when stained with 
fluorescein .'.l.llti--mouse ( C3 ) sera. was reported earlier by KnbU 
( 1976 ). 
Association between complement activity 111 the serm"l and neph!'opathy 
In schlstosomhsia: 
It was noticed that the specific presence and prevalence of 
glomerular fluorescence wus associated and almost directly propor-
tional to the increase in both the dose and duration of infection ( table 
20 ). It was noticed also that the foll of complement lo,•els obsarved 
with the Infection usually preceded the deposition of complement in the 
renal glomeruli ( table 21 ). 
Only one of the control animal's kidneys exhibited fluorescence 
when stained by the sera used. 
In trypnnosominsis: 
Tho very low complement levels observed with tho infection was 
associated with greater prevalence of glomerular fluorescence than 
that observed with schlstosomiasls. Similar to schlstosomiasis, the 
glomerular fluorescences increased with the progress of infection 
( table 22 ). 
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'I11e differences between the r esults iu both schistosomal and 
trypanosomal infectious and those of the control series are 
summarized in ( table 23 ). 
The main site in the ,·eticuloendothelial system for 
sequestration of the damaged red cells, with C3 adhered to them, 
was suggested by Brcv;n et al, ( 1970 ) , tc, be the llvcr, but ln the 
work here reported no complement deposits were detected in the 
liver. However, fluorescence of schJstosomal egg:J in the C<"ntres of 
the granulomas was obvious in all the groups of infected mlce. 
This probably resulted from the high antigenicity of the eggs ( Pelley 
et al, 1976 ) , thus antibodies together with complement would be 
present in large amounts on the egg surface. It would thus ap[l(lar 
that the complement molecules may pass the liver tlssue but fail to 
filter through the renal glomerull, hence its absence in the former 
and preeen-:,e ln the latter. 
Tho absence of complement deposits from the llver granulomns 
rejects the suggestion of Warren et al, ( 1967 ) and Hang et al, ( 1974) 
that granuloma formation around sohistosome eggs ls 11. manifestation 
of delayed hy!)C'rson:,ltlvlty reaction. Such granulomas might be 
lnfiammntory because U lt ls immunological in nature the presence 
of complement deposits would be expected in It. 
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Table 20 
Number of mice infected with S, mansoni with immw10fluoresocnt 
deposits in their renal glomcrul!/the tot:tl number examined 
Infect~ng number Weeks after infection 
of ccrcaria.e 8 - 10 11 - 13 I 14 - 16 18 - 19 
50 0/4 2/4 3/4 3/3 
100 0/4 2/4 3/3 
-
150 2/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 
0 0/4 1/4 0/4 0/4 
l Zt! 
12H 
Table 21 
Mean complement levels percentage/mean prevalence of immuno-
fluorcsccnt deposits demonstrated in the rer..al glomeruli in mice 
infected with s. mnn.!!.2ll! :ind controls 
lufecting number Weeks after infection 
of cercarlae 8 
-
10 11 
-
13 1 ,1 
-
16 18 
-
19 
50 17.9/ve- 16.3/va+ 12.5/ve+ 9,9/ve++ 
100 11,6/ve- 7.0/vc++ a. 7 Ive++ 
------
150 8,0/ve++ 5.6/ve+-++ 7 .5/vc++-++ 8,9/ve+++ 
0 43.9/ve- 47 .8/ve- 42.7 /ve- 44,2/ve-
I 
. 
Table 22 
Ncphropathy and complement activity in mice infected with 
T. rhodesicnse :ind their controls 
Sources of Weeks after infection 
variations Anlm~s 1 2 4 6 I 7 
Infected 0/3 3/4 4/4 4/4 1/1 
1, Number 
Controls 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/1 
2. Pre- Infected ve- ve+++ ve++++- Ve-i+I·► ve+++-+ 
vnl.ence Controls ve- ve- ve- ve- ve-
3, Comple- Infected 1,7 1.0 1,3 2,0 0,8 
ment % Controls 36.0 54.1 36.8 38,3 166.3 
1. Number of animals with lmmunonuorescent deposits ln their 
renal glomcruli/number of animals examin£ld 
2. Prevalence of lmmunofiuorescent deposits 1n the renal glomeruli 
3, Mean complement levels percentage 
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Table 23 
Summary of the differences in the results between schistosomiasis, 
trypanosomlusis and the controls 
Infection 1. Number 2. Prevalence a. Complement 
Schistosomlnsls 50% ve++ 
Trypanosomlasls 75% ve++++ 
Controls 4% ve-
1. Percentage of the animals with postUve glomerular 
deposits out of the total number exnmined. 
2, Mean of prevalence of glomerular fiuorescence. 
3. Mean complement levels percentage. 
9.3 
1.4 
45.6 
~-7 
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FitrU"l'C 32 
Anti-mouse ( C3 ) der;csitcd In a rcn::il glomcrulua of a mouse 
"a" Low power Magnification 1 488 
''b" High power Mogn!flcation 1 1 800 
Flgurc 3~ 
Anti-mouse C3 ) dcr:caEccl in a rcn:.tl glomcrulus of a mom:c 
"a" Low power M:,,G:Illfication 1 488 
''b" Hli;h powc. r Mognif!cation 1 800 
! :i:! 
":i" Low p WC?.' M. -:-nllicut lo 1 ss 
'b" lll•h p .. ·r.. r 
Figure 33 
Anti-mouse ( C3 ) dcpcsitcd in 3 renal glomcruli of a mouse 
infected with 100 -:iorcariae of S. mansoni for 10 weeks 
"a" Low powar 
''b" Hlgh power 
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Figure 3:-l 
Anti-monsc ( C~l ) ckpc s itccl in 3 rcn:tl. glomcrnli of n mouse 
infected with :i.00 ccrc:.1.riae of S. mnns oni for 10 ,veeks 
"a" Low po,vcr 
''l>" High power 
,',nti-monsc ( C~l ) rJ .-pc it..:d in 3 re;n:,1 glom<,ruli of a mouse 
infcc tctl with ·.oo ~~rc:.,ri::v:! 0f 8. mr111 80•1i for 10 ,H,elrn 
"a" Low power 
"l>" High pow.-: r 
l '1:J 
13-t 
Figure 34 
Anti-mouse (C 3 ) de posited in 4 rcnru. glomcruli of a mouse 
"a" Low power 
''b" Hlgh power 
13-\ 
Figm-e 34 
Anti-mouse (C 3 ) deposited in 4 r enal glomeruli of a mouse 
"a" Low power 
''b" Hl:;h power 
Fi~llJ"l :1 I 
nl I -11 u. '-' ( ,, ) l>,· }O ,i: ..cl ill 1·, 11 ·1  rl m ·uh i :i. mo1 
"n" Low power 
Absence of anti-mouse ( C3 ) deposits in the renal glomcrull 
or a control mouse 
"a" Low power 
''b" 111gb power 
l :I~, 
bs nee f , tlli - mm1r.c ( 3 ) de, ' tl in the r cu:ll l o, 1crull 
''b" illch PlH ·er 
Absence oi :::11li -mo1.1 f:c ( C3 ) dq)Osi.t:.~ in the rcn:tl glo.11crull 
of a contr0l mouse 
"a" Low power 
''b" lll~h p cwc1· 
l :! I 
13G 
Fia:urc 36 
Anti-mouse ( C3 ) deposited in G r13naJ. glomcruli of a mouse 
"a" Low power 
''b" High power 
Fit?:Ul'C' :IG 
' nll - mOll::IC dcp ;1 ilv 1\ in G · . nal !{lo , l'lth f n m u.,:, 
"a" Low power 
"b" 111,;h powe r 
:F !~ure 37 
Kidney section of a mouse infected with •r. rhodeslense !or 3 weeks 
showing different pattern of " patches " of fluorescence when stalneci 
with plain fiuoresceln solution 
137 
Kidney scct!on of :i mouse infected with 'f. rhodcsiensc !o!" 3 weeks 
showing ciiffer ont pnt,crn of " p atches " of fluorei:l cencr., when tc'taincci 
with plain fluorcscein solution 
137 
Fig,!!!C 38 
Anti-mouse ( C3 ) d('pm:ilcd on the egg !lurfa.c~ in t:1c centre of a 
liver granuloma ol a mouse infe.::ted with S,mn.nsoni. The ( C3 
deposits were absent from all liver tissues. 
"a" Low Power 
''b" High Powt!r 
Shows ubsl"nce of fiur,resct-nce from the gr11.11ulomatoua tl~11uc. 
Ar:.ti-mous o ( C 3 ) cl.:-po:: ilc,d on the ~6 g sm·foc :: in t:ic centre or :1 
liver gra'lul omn or a rnon::.0 infecte d with S. m a,,9 oni . The ( C3 
dcpor;lts were aLscnt from ull liver tissll('S, 
"o." Low Power 
''b" lligh r>ow<'r 
Show., all ;iC"n<.•o of Our,re ~c t: nCt'I from the p; ranulomntous tlr,1,1uc . 
I. 
I. 
.\ 1.ll-m LI <' ( ) cl po It- . u:, l 1•• 
li ve•· •~ ·a•,u l,,w, u, :1 1, 0L1 • 111r~ ·l d Thr• ( ., 
"a" Lo ·, Po, er 
I ,, I I •h P O\\(' !' 
1 ~,•l 
Figure 3!• 
Anti-mouse C3 ) deposited on ::ill the egg sm·facc with Lhe spine 
of liver grruiulomas of u mouse infected with S. mnnsor.i 
"a" Low power 
''b" High power 
Figur e :w 
Anti-mouse C;; ) deposited on :ill the egg surface \\ifo the spine 
in the centre of liver gr:mulomas of u 
"a" Low power 
''b" High power 
.,•l 
,\ nli-mous ,... .. 
"- ~· 
i ll 
' ,, 111 h l' \Ver 
I . •I 
clq,osit ri :tl !h ' 
C in.f 
• 14.u 
Fii:i;ure 40 
Liver section of a control mouse stained with :mtl-mouse ( C3 ) 
fiuorcsccin solution 
"a" Low power 
''b" High power 
· · 1.1u 
F ir.:urc 10 
Li • t· sccli u or n c ,,trol mou · tnin d , ·llh ru•U -1 ,ousc ( C~ ) 
fiuorcscciu solution 
"a" Low power 
"b" High powc1· 
J "j ,l\l"l' I 
i ... l" Sl,i.'. 1011 of a C.-IJl' t ·o llltl , 
t• •• I· 1. W 1' 
l: 1w,l \ llli •• •U-1. ~, .·<.' (~ .. ,., 
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CHAPTER 2 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
The findings reported in this p:u-t of the study confirm the presenc.:i 
or complement deposits on the renal glomcrulus in mice infected with 
S. mansoni. 111 heavily infected animals ( 150 cercariac ) such deposits 
were demonstrated 8 weeks nftor infection, while these dcposit:J developed 
more iilowly in the unimuls infected with 100 or 50 cercariae. With 
lighter infection ( 25 ccrcariae ), complement deposits appeared on tho 
renal glomeruli after 40 weeks of infection as found by Mahmoud et al, 
( 1975 ). This was a..<1 early as tho 7th week of infection In mice 
Infected with 80 - 100 cercariao as suggo:1tcd by Natali et al, ( 1976 ), 
ln support or these proposals, the experimental model described in the 
presP.nt study showed that complement deposits on tho renal glomcn:!! 
Increased directly in proportion to the duration and the dose tJf infect.ton, 
The 1·,mal glomerular depoolts also increased as Ultl :i;erum 
complement levels fell. There are several mechanisms whereby tho 
complement depletion could be associated with the renal lesions. In 
patients wlth ncute post-stroptococcal nephritis, tho acute nopbritl.c 
serum c::mses ( C3 ) breakdown nnd this rc::ictlon could be rcspon!31l>lo 
for the fall or serum complemc,nl level ( Wllllnms ct nl, 1972 ). 
However, mcny workers consido1· that, n.<1 found ln large g::.-c1!ps or 
patlcntd with renal di!ICU80S, prolonged rocJucLlon in scrum complomcnt 
H l 
can cause the so-c:tllcd hypocomplementacmic persistent nephritis ( The 
Lancet, 1972 ). Brown et al ( 1970 ) suggested that in rabbits 
the ( C3 ) dependent lysis of the red cells in the circulation 
probably .causes release of the complement from the damaged red 
cell membrane. Our observation is that the fall in complement 
levels occured before it had been possible to demonstrate complement 
deposits in the renal glomeruli. This, however, might merely 
indicate that complement had by that time not accumulated on the 
glomerular membrane in sufflciE,nt quantities to be <lemonstrated-
probably because large quantities of it are first adsorbed on the more 
extensive erythrocyUc membrane. It ls suggested, therefore, that 
the complement dependent haemolysis of red cells demonstrated by 
Woodru!! ( 1973 ) occurs first and this consuming complement and 
depletes it from the serum. With the progress of infection, the 
haemolysls increases and complement contaln!.ng deposits start to 
appear In the renal glomerull, • Compli?mcnt deposition then causes 
renal lesions ln 60% of tho an!:n:tls 3 - 4 weeks later ( Natali et al, 
1976 ) • Thus, the renaJ lesions associated with the Infection are 
unlikely to consui:ro ~nfficiont complement to be responsible for the 
fall in scrum com[)lomcnt, Other ca'.lscs of primary nophrosis in 
achistosominsis such ll!I the renal amyloidosis reported by Omer et 
al, ( 1976), have been rejected by workers studying large groups of 
;,atlonts ( Sadlgursky ct al, 1976 ), Such lesions wore only found in 
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10 out of GO renal biopsies obtained from ncphr.itic subjects with 
schistosomiasis ( Barsoum ct al, 1979 ). The development of 
amyloidosis on top of schistosomal nephropathy may be explained in 
accordance with the concept originally proposed and developed !Jy 
Telium ( 1964 ) , and subsequently modified by other workers 
( Mandema et al, 1968 ) , that immunologically competent cells, 
when overwhC'lmcd by persistent antigenic stimlllation resort to more 
primitive or alternate pathways of protein synthesis leading to the 
formation of an1yloid. In patients with hepatosplenic dise:l.!Jc caused 
by S, mansonl infection evidence of glomraar lesions of immunological 
origin wa.s reported by Rocha et al ( 1976 ). 
In patients with S.mansonl, immunoglobulins ( Da Silva et al, 1970 ). 
complement containing immune complexes ( Hoshino-Shim!zu et al, 1976 
and probably complement only via glomerular ( C3 ) receptors ( Girard 
et al, 1977 ) became demonstrable on the renal glomcrull. lt would 
appear, therefore, that tho glomerular lesion in sch!st:>somiasls 
( Sabour et al, 1972; Rocha etal, 1976 ) result from lmm11t1ological 
injury to the kidneys with prlmarJ! renal dysfunction. 
The complement deposits in renal glomerull ln mice Infected 
with T.rhodcslense are reported in this study for the flrat time, 
Almost similar results to those found in schistosoml::isis were observed 
here, but the fall in serum complement levels and complement d.:ipostts 
in tho rennl glomcruli were greater ln trypa.nosomlnsls. 
l 0 
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PART 7 
TI-IE ROLE OF COMPLEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION 
OF ANAEMIA IN HUMAN SCHISTOSOMIASIS 
HOLE Olt COMPLEMENT IN THE CAUSATION OF 
ANAEMIA IN HUMAN SCIIlSTOSOMIASIS 
From previous sludies, and work 0:1 animals in the preceding 
chaptei·s, there is a wealth of evidence indicatlng that in mice infected 
with S. mamioni anaeml a with a haemolytic component develops. In 
oi·der to assess whether this mechanism is applicable to patients with 
schistosomiasis it was decided: 
1, To examine the question whether the serum complement level 
is normal or not in such patients. 
2, To determine whether there is any relationship between serum 
complement and the haemoglobin level in those patients. 
Methods and oersons studied 
In the Department of Tropical and Endemic Diseases, Ain-Shams 
University Hospitals, Cairo, Egypt, 18 adult Egyptian patients were 
selected for this study, Of these patients 14 had active S.mansoni 
and 4 had active S. haematobium infections and all were known to be 
anaemic and had splenic enlargement, but no other illness. 
Serum from those patients, together wiU1 18 Egyptian controls 
who had no schlstosomlasls, were examined for their complement 
levels, 
Tho bncmoglobln values of all patients 311d control9 were 
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determined by Uw cyannwth,w moglobin mr,1hocl ( Dacie et al. , 1975 ) • 
Serum complement was me asured quantitatively by the radial 
immunodifiusion technique of M::mcini et al. ( 1965 ). Using 
commercially prepr.xed agar !!:cl platt!s c:ontaining specific anti-humru1 
( C3 ) sera ( list number 83161, ICL seienliflc, 18249 Euclid, 
Fountain Valley Caltf. 92708 ). 'l'he test was performed as follows: 
1. Tho frozen serum was left at room temperat'.lre for 15 - 20 
minutes then mixed thoroughly after thawtnrr and before withdrawing 
the test sample. 
2. Using disposable calibrated capillaries with a wire plunger. 2 uL 
samples of the test sera and standard reference sera containing 
known amounts of complement (75,150 and 300 mg/ell) were 
withdrawn and delive1·ed into the wells of the plates. 
3. The plates were then Incubated in a moist chamber at room 
temperature for 48 hours and at the end point the diameters oC 
the precipitation rings worh measured to tenths of a millimeter 
by a precision viewer using indirect llghting. 
4. Ring diameters of the three reference sera ( fig. 42 ) were 
measured, squared and plotted as a standard curve ( fig. 41 ). 
Thoy were compared with squared ring diameters produced by 
sera from patients and controls ( fig. 42 ). These diameters 
were directly proportionate to their complement contents which, 
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Fig. { 41 ) 
Standard Curve of ineasure (C3) values in man by a radial inmJnodiffusion test. 
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by refcrin~ to WHO stnndards, was expressed in international units/ml. 
Results 
1. Mean comolemcnt. and haemo!T.1ohin levels in patients rinci controle 
Patients: 
The mean scrum complement levels for tho 18 palieni;s was 
90.27 mg/c.Il wlf:h a standard error of the mean ( S.E.) 
of 3.48. Their haemoglobin was 8.85 mg/100 ml ( S,:C. 2.08) 
( table 24 ), 
Controls: 
The mean complement levels of the 18 controls was ~ 
ml!:/dl ( S.E. 7
1
34 ). Their mean haemoglobin was 14.83 gm/ 
100 ml ( S.E. 0.12 ). 
Owing to the small number of patients Infected with S.hacmatohlum 
no test of significance between them and those Infected with 
S.mam,onl was vnlid. 
The indlvldunl vnlues of the hnemoglobln and complement levels 
for the patients and controls arc shown in table 24 a.'ld tnble 25. 
The difCcrences between both complement and both hnomoglobln 
values for the putlonts and the controls are revealed by the two 
■ample comparison t-tests to bo significant at the 0.1 % level 
( t!lblo 26 ). 
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2. Relationship between the h:w1nodobin values and serum complement 
levels in the oaticnts and the controls 
In the patients with schistosomi:lsis, there was a marked relation-
ship between complement and haemoglobin levels ( r. o. 83 ) 
signl.ficant at the 0.1% levels ( table 26 ). Low complement levels 
were associated with low haemoglobin values ( fig. 43 ). 
In the controls, there was no such relationship ( r. 0, 38 and 
P n.s. ). Thus 3 separate controls with haemoglobin values of 
14.4 gm/100 ml or more had respectively complement l,avels of 
102, l.36 and 195 mg/ell ( table 25 and fig. 43 ) • 
Discussion and Conclusion 
Complement components 5 to 9 ( C5-C9 ) are now recognized to 
constitute the membrane attack mechanism ( Gtstso et al, 1970; Kolb 
et al, 1972; Arroyave et al, 1973 ). The eighthand the ninth ( C8-C9 
in particular are considered to'be the responsible components for 
bringing about the damage to the erythrocyte surface ( Woodruff, 
1973 ). In the same study ( Woodruff, 1973 ) , it was ompha11ized 
that ( C3 ) is the most readily recognized complement component on 
the red cell surface, some hundreds of particles of ( C3 ) become 
attached to the rod cell surface for each C4-C2 complex present on 
it. Moreover, there is good evidence from in-vlvo studies that 
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( C3 ) is the essential compler.1ent compoMnt for promoting uptake 
of complement coated red cells by the reticulocndotheli::tl system 
( Brown et al, 1970 ). Furthermore, it ha.'i been report~d that 
lmmunoglobulins ( lgG, IgM and many cold antibodies ) are c:ip:ilile 
of red cell destruction by fL<cing ( C3 ) on the red cell surface or by 
direct ( C3 ) mediated intravascular lysis ( Hoffbraml ct al, 1975 ). 
Finally, it was reported that ( C3 ) is the bulk component of the 
complement system and all the reactions of the system cnn bo con-
veniently related to its cleavage ( activation ) , inactivation and 
subsequent part in the causation of lyt le lesion and of the biological 
phenomena ( Lachmann et al, 1978 ). Hence, the importance of ( C3 ) 
as a reliable measure of serum complement activity. 
In the present study tt was found that patients with low complement 
( C3 ) levels are those v.ith low haemoglobin v::tlucs and vice versa. 
Thus, there ls evidence that ln schlstosomlasls complement ls con-
sumed and consequently its codcentratlon in the serum tends to be 
lower than in normal controls, This consumption of complement may 
have been on the red cell surface with consequent haemolysls lending 
to the observed an::iemia as suggested by Woodruff ( 1973) and Su:id 
( 1978 ). 
A fall in ( C3 ) levels has been reported In patlents with sRlroon-
ellosis and schistosominsls ( Farid et al, 197 2 ) • Thore have, 
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however, be-en no previous reports on the relationship )~tween scrum 
complr.mcnt aud the ha.cmoglobit1 in patients with schislosomiasis. 
Cheever ( 1969 ) foWld that liverF. of mice Infected with one pair of 
S. mansoni worms for one year contained 75 times more eggs/gm 
than livers of most heavily infected "asymptomatic" humans. Gillett 
et al ( 1978 ) also found in mice infected with S. ::1::1.nsoni that the 
plasma chclcsterol and phospholipids were significantly rcdu.c:ed. 
while in patients with S. mansoni only plasma cholesterol was reduced. 
However, syndromes similar to hwnan hcpo.tosplenomegaly, portal 
hypertension and anaemia have been described In mice infected with 
S. rnansonl ( Warren et al, 1958 ) • In the present study, the 
relationship between complement and haemoglobin In both Infections 
ls similar. It ls, therefore, suggested that the haemolytic mechanism 
for anaemia is closely analogous in both hum1111 1111d animal schlsto-
somiasls. 
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T::tblc 24 
The individual values among the patients with lschistosomi::i.sis 
-
r Number Age Sex Infected with I Complement mg/cll Haemo;~bbin grn/100 nil I 
I l 1. lG M J;..:l!!:.insoni 52 I 5.~ 2. 17 M II 90 9,6 i 
3. 23 M II 88 8,2 
4. 23 M II 104 10,8 
5. 24 F II 75 6,9 I 
6. 26 M 11 102 9.0 I 
7. 26 F fl 82 5.7 I 
8. 30 F " 102 11.4 
9. 32 M 
" 85 7.2 
10. 32 M 
" 104 10.5 
11. 34 F II 82 8.6 
12. 35 M II 94 10.2 
13. 38 F II 106 11.6 I 
14. 40 M II 70 6.2 I 
15. 19 M S. ha.cmatoblum 100 10.5 I 
16. 36 M ,. ... 94 9.2 
17. 39 F It 110 11.0 
18. 53 M II 85 7.4 
Mena 30.2 90,27 8.85 I 
-
I S,E. 2.2 3.48 2.08 
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T clilc 25 
Tho individual values among the controls 
Numbe r Age Sex Complement mg/dl Haemoglobin gin/ 100 ml 
1. 24 M 136 14..4 
2. 24 M 126 14.9 
3. 24 M 202 15.8 
4. 25 M 150 15.4 
6. 26 M 102 13.2 
6. 28 M 150 15.4 
7. 29 M 195 14.4 
8, 29 M 155 15.6 
9. 29 M 160 14,5 
10, 29 M 145 14.8 
11. 36 M 155 15.2 
12, 37 M 110 15.9 
13, 46 M 115 15,2 
14. 52 M 98 14,9 
15. 58 M 102 14.5 
16. 28 F 105 13.8 
17. 34 F 106 14.6 
18. 42 F 104 14.5 
Mean 33 134,22 14.83 
S.E. 2.3 7.34 0.12 
Table 20 
Statist lcal differences between the results of patients with 
schistosomiasis and their controls 
Sources of Correlation Coefficient t-test 
variations Patients Controls 
lib gm/dl P <0.001 
P <. 0.001 p n.s. 
Complement P<0.001 
mg/ell 
Fiirurc 42 
A radial immunocllffusion test showing ring diameters of patients 
with schis tosomal anaemia and controls 
"a" 1, Patient scrum 
2, Patient scrwn 
3, Control serum 
''b" 1. Patient serum 
2. Patient serum 
3, Patient serum 
4. Reference serum 300 mg/ell 
5. Referen~e serum 150 mg/ell 
6. Reference serum 75 mg/ell 
4, Patlent serum 
5. Control so rum 
6, Control surwn 
Fi::;urc •I~ 
A l'adi::il immunodHfusion test showin~ ring diamctc:cs of patients 
with schistosomaJ anac1nia and controls 
"a" 1. Patient serum 
2. Patient scrum 
3, Control scrum 
''b" 1. Patient scrum 
2, Patient scrum 
3, Patient s crum 
4. Reference scrt!m 
5. ncfcrc n,::c sor1.tn1 
6, Reference scrum 
.J, :Patient serum 
5. ConLrol sc.rum 
6. Control surum 
300 mg/ ell 
150 mg/ ell 
75 mg/ell 
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Fig ( 43) 
Correlation between haemoglobin and Complement 
in patients with Schistosomiasis and Controls. 
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••• • • Conrrols 
r. 38 
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PART 8 
THE ACTIVITY OF SER UM COMPLEMENT IN NON-
ANAEMIC PATIENTS WlTII SCHISTOSOMIASIS WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE EFFECTS OF 
TREATMENT 
1G7 
CHAPTER 1 
SERUM COMPLEMENT LEVELS IN NON-ANAEMIC HUMAN S.MANSONI 
AND S. HAEMATOBIUM IN::f'ECTIONS, WITH SPECIAL HEFEilENCE TO 
THE EFFECTS OF CHEMOTHERAPY 
In anaemic patients suffering from s. mansonl and S.haemat.obium 
infections, serum complement levels were reduced and there was strong 
positive relationship bet\ve~m such reduction and the fall in the haemo-
globin values. For control purposes it was decided to exami no lhe 
complement levels ln non-anaemic patients with schistosomiasin aud the 
effect of treatment on such levels. 
Persons studied 
The sera samples were provided by co-operation between the 
Department of Clinic:tl Tropical Medicine, Hospital for Tropical 
Diseases, London University :md the Department of Medicine, Faculty 
of Medicine, University of Khartoum, Sudan. Out of 159 patient~, 
sera samples brought froz.en from Sudan, 41 samples were schctod. 
Those chosen !ulfllled the following criteria: 
1 - Absence c,f onoomla - the group included only 1 or 2 persons 
with anaemia. 
2 - Absence of malnria nnd intostincl pnrnsitic infection. 
H,8 
3 - The patients had reported for follow-up 6 weeks after successful 
hycanthone treatm~nt with a single intramuscular dose of 3 mg 
per kilogramme body weight administered in hos111tal. 
All patients had active schlstosorniasis, those with S. mansoni 
infection had the intestinal, hepatic and hepatosplenlo clinical forms 
of schistosomiasis. 
Using the ra.dinl immuno-<liffusion method previously described 
in Part 7 of this thesis ( Mancini et al, 1965 ), complement levels 
( C3 ) were measured in the patients before and after treatment, and 
also in 33 local Sudanese controls ( ligurc 44 ). 
RESULTS 
The patient's haemoglobin values, complement levels before 
and after treatment, together with complement levels in the 
Khartoum controls a.re shown in table ( 2 7 ) for males, and table 
( 28 ) for females. 
In the female paUents the complement levels before treatment 
were slgnlfic:mUy more than those levels of the female oontrols 
( P < o. 05 ). After treatment, tho complemeot fell but not to a 
algn!Cicant level. However, the slgnlflcant difference between the 
complement levels of the pa.ticnts in the pre-treatment stage and 
thoae levels of the controls became not significant after treatment 
( table 29 ). 
Hi!l 
In the male patients, the complement levels before treatment 
were :llso more than those levels of the male controls ( means of 
serum complement were 141.7 mg/ell, S.E. 4.8 and 131 mg/ell, 
S, E. 3, 7 respectively ) but the difference between those lc,•els was 
not significant. After treatment the complement levels fell signifi-
cantly ( P < 0, 01 ) , and the difference with the controls remained 
not significant ( table 29 ). 
Most of the male ( 72% ) and the female ( 67% ) patients showed 
a fall in their complement levels after treatment. Moreover, there 
was no significant difference between the male and female patients 
as regards U1eir complement levels either before or after treatment 
( table 2 9 ), However, in order to study the effects of the ago; sex 
or infection on the patient's complement levels, they were divided 
into groups according to their age, and the differences in the com-
plement levels of the pre- and post-treatment stages were measured 
for each age group ( table 30 ): In the patients with schistoeomlasis 
mansoni this difference in the complement levels between one age 
group and t.hc other, or within the same age group ( i.e. between 
males and females ) was not significant. However, the total 
difference in the complement levels of all the male patients, or all 
tho patients, was significant ( P<0,02 and P<0.05 respectively); 
In the fomulo putlonts, such difference was not significant. All the 
IGO 
patients with schistosomiasis huematobiuru were in lhe firs!. ngc 
group ( 0-24 yea.rs old ); the difference between their complement 
levels and such levels in the patients with schistosomiasis mansoni 
in the same age group was not significant. However, the 
differences in the complement levels for all the patients with 
schlstosomlasls haematoblum was significant ( P<.0,05 ). In fact, 
this statistical analysis has, therefore, indicated that neither tho 
age, sex nor the infection (8. mansoni or S. haematobium) affects 
the complement levels in the patients with schlstosomlasis reported 
in this study. 
The difference between the haemoglobin values of the male and 
fcmnlc patients was also not significant. 
In view of these considerations, n.U the data was used as one 
group. Comparing the patients with the controls, slgniflca.nUy high 
levels of complement ( C3 ) were seen in tho patients before, but 
not after treatment ( P < 0. 05 and P n. s. respol'tivoly, tnblc 29 ) • 
Meanwhile, there was no significant rclnllonshlp bdwcon the haemo-
globin values and scrum complement levels ( r. 0.22, P n.s., 
flgurc 45 ). 
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Table 27 
Results of the m::uc patients and the mnlc controls 
Number -- P a t 1 e _ n t _ s -----------' Control, -I 
Ago Infected with Hb gm/ell . Complement 1~/cll i Complement , 
1 I 2 mg/ell I 
1 17 S1 mansoni 12.8 177 148 121 I 2 18 II II 13.3 116 137 131 
3 18 II II 6.0 189 142 137 I 4 20 II II 15.1 127 111 137 
5 20 " II 12.3 131 157 121 
6 21 II II 16.7 127 116 111 
7 22 II II 16.0 127 116 142 
8 23 II II 14.7 142 137 142 
9 24 II II 12.9 131 137 137 
10 26 II II 14.9 154 142 165 
11 28 II II 13.6 116 116 137 
12 29 II II . 13.1 106 101 148 
13 29 I I 16.7 183 121 121 
14 29 17.3 106 121 87 I 
15 30 14.9 127 101 142 
16 30 15.2 121 110 116 
17 30 16.1 157 142 148 
1B 32 . 14.6 177 148 142 
19 35 14.4 111 116 107 
20 36 13.6 131 116 142 
21 48 II 14.0 183 157 
I 
116 
22 50 II II 15.2 177 154 131 
23 14 S.haematobium 12.7 148 127 -
24 19 If II 16.2 127 137 
-
25 19 II ,, 14.9 195 171 -
26 20 ,, ,, 16.0 137 127 -
27 21 II II 14.4 101 97 -
28 21 II II 15.2 157 I 157 
-
29 23 II II 16.6 127 I 107 I -I I 
' 
I 
Complement : 1 Before treatment 
2 After treatment 
Table 28 
' Results of the female patie nt s and the fe male controls 
p a t I e n t s 
Number 
Age Infected with Hb gm/dl 
1 15 S.mansoni 
2 16 II II 
3 20 " II 
4 21 II II 
5 22 II II 
6 22 II II 
7 29 II II 
8 30 II II 
9 38 II II 
10 40 II II 
11 60 II II 
12 13 S. hnematobium 
1 • 
Complement 1 Before treatment 
2 After treatment 
8.3 
12.5 
13.6 
13.8 
14.4 
13.4 
11.2 
12.3 
12.2 
12.9 
16.1 
13,l 
I 
I 
/ Complement m g/dl 
1 I 2 
157 148 
131 130 
154 148 
142 157 
154 165 
131 116 
154 142 
127 131 
148 116 
148 157 
157 142 
148 127 
1 (l. 
Controls 
Complement 
mg/dl 
137 
148 
121 
154 
142 
116 
157 
107 
131 
121 
127 
-
Table 29 
Difference• between all the results or the p3tients with S11m1c.sonl and S.haematoblum infections and 
their controls 
I 
I 
A In(ectlon 
Hnemoglobln Complement mg/dl 
Source• o( g e gm/dl No. o( I Befrre ~ter 
llean S.E. s,m:m. S,hae Mean S.E. trea ment trca ment % showing cases varlatlona 
Mean 1s.E.1 p Mean 1s.E. pl Call 
, 
I 
130,013.44 1 
29 llalepalienbl 25.9 0.63 22 7 14.4 0.39 141.7 4.8 ~ .s. I 1,8. 72.4 22 Kw controls - - 0 0 - - 131.0 3,64 131.0 1 3.44 
1% Female patients 2'1.S 0.23 11 1 12.8 
I I I 0.54 145.9 13.1 139.1 ,4.63 , 66.7 <O 05 ! 1n.s. 
11 Female controls - - 0 0 - - 132. B 4.9 ' 1132.B 14,9 I I I 
I lp llales • Pat. P n.s. 74 I n.1. n.s. n.s. 
p o,s. -
I Females ICont. P n,o. I I I I ' I I 
• p Paired observation t-test 
P Two samples t-test 
"- P 
I 
I 
j (.0. 01 
n.s. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
,... 
1:1 
,;. 
T§blo 30 
I 
I 
Differences between the complement levels in patients with schistosomiasls before and after treatment with 
regard to tbelr age, aex and ln!ections 
-A g e Groups All Groups I Sources or 
- -
-------, 
Vari atfons 0 - 24 25 - 34 35 - 44 45 + 0 - 45 + I p i 
S. m anaonl 
Males 7.3 ( 9 ) 16.1 ( 9 ) 5 ( 2 ) 24.5 ( 2 ) 12 (22) <0.02 
Females 0.67 ( 8 ) 4.0 ( 2 ) 
- 20 ( 2 ) 15.0 ( 1 ) -1 (11) n.s. 
All 4.7 ( 15 ) 13.9 ( 11 ) 
- 7 ( 4 ) 21.0 ( 3 ) 7 .s (33) <0.05 
p n.s. n.a. n.s. n.11. n.a. 
n.s. 
s!~matobt11111 
Males 9.9 ( 'l ) 
- - -
9.9 (7) n.s. 
Females 21.0 ( 1 ) 
- - -
21.0 (1) n.s. I 
I <0.05 All 11.3 ( B ) - - - 11,3 (8) 
p n.s. 
- - -
n.s. I 
I 
-
,I 
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Fi,rur:'! 41 
A rndinl bmmu1odiffusion test showing the ring diameters of patients 
with schistosominsis before and after treatment and controls 
"a" 1. Control serum 4. Reference sern 
2. Patient serum before 
( 150 mg/dl ) 
treatment 5. Reference sera ( 300 rug/dl ) 
3. Rcfe"t"ence sera 
( 75 mg/ell ) 6. Normnl PBS 
''b" 
l - 1 3 nnd 5 patlonts sera before treatment 
11 - 2 4 and 13 scra o',t!l.lnfd from Ulo same patients :iftcr 
trc11tm~nt 
l GG 
/\. r ru:li:il lm,mmocl iffus ion tr st s howing th e r ing diame ters of p:tlicnt5 
with 3chiutoso mi:isis b .:-[orc :ir..d nftc, r treatment and cont'rols 
"a" 
''b" 
1 0 0 O O OJ 
... 
1. Con~rol SCI'l.Ull 4. Reference flcra 
2. Patic-:-it scrum before 
( 150 mg/ell ) 
tre atment 5. Reference scra 
3. Reference 
( 300 m:; / dl ) 
sera 
( 7f- mg/ill ) 6. Normal PES 
3 nnd 5 pati ':)nts !:Scro before trcatm,:mt 1 1 
U - 2 4 and r, scra o':>".: 9.lnc d from the same patients :if Lor 
t1·c ntm,,nt 
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Fig (45) 
Corre1ation between haemoglobin and Complement in 
anc:1emic and non-anaemic patients with Schistosomiasis 
• 17 
• • 
16 • • • 
• 
15 • 
14 
13 • • • • • Sudanese po~ients • 
• r - 0.22 
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CHAPTER 2 
DISC USSION AND COMPARISON DETWEEN ANAEMIC AND NON-ANAEl\1IC 
PATIENTS WITH SCIIlSTOSOMIASIS 
'!'here has so far bnen lUUc work on the effect of che mothera;,y on the 
serum immune r.esponsc in schis tor.omiasis. Our present finding, 
howe,·cr, has lndic ufocl ch'l.t in non-anaemic patients with schistosomiasis 
a slgnillcant rise in serum complement ( C3 ) occurs. After treatment 
a significant fall in ( C3 ) levels also occurs, thus it does not differ 
significantly from these levels in tho controls. Dennis et al, ( 1972 
found either a slg11ificant fnll or no signi.f.cant changes in scrwn 
anti-body titre in patients with s.::histosomlasis. More recently, 
Camus et al, ( 1977 ) found a significant decrease ln humoral 
response in patients treated with splenectomy and worm filtration 
but not with splcnectomy only. 
Complement fixation in vivo lo commonly expressed by decrease 
of tha SP,t·um complement ( ca ) levels as noticed in patients with 
glomorulonephrlt ts and systemic lupus crythomatosus ( Gottoff et al, 
1969 ); In patients with salmonollosis w1d schistosomiasis with 
anaomh\ Farid ct al, 1972 ) nnd in patients with schlstosomal 
anaomtn ( Knbll et al, 1977 ). In the present study, however, the 
orclinu.ry inumme res ponse of complement consumption with anaemia 
appe:.ir s, at times, lo be overcompensated for both the foll in complement 
and the anae mia. 
Bassily ct al ( l972 ) suggested that an increase in immw10-
globulin G ( IgG ) and immwioglobulin M ( IgM ) occurs in patients 
with schistosomiasis. In the same samples of sera used in the 
present work, a significant increase in ( IgG ) and ( IgM ) in the 
pre-treatment stag"' wao found. A rise in ( IgG ) and a decline in 
( lgM J levels have heen found 6 weeks after successful treatment 
with hyacanthone, but the different between pre- and post-treatment 
levels was not significant ( Salih et al, 19'18 ). 
This decline in ( IgM ) and the fall of ( C3 ) following the 
treatment may be inter-related. The high ability of ( IgM ) molecules 
to bind complement Is known and has been reported several times, 
Woodruff, 1973 and Hoffbrand et al, 1975 ), The molecule of 
( lgM ) has also been suggesuicl to be more efficient than other 
immunoglobulin molecules in initiating the complement activity 
( Frank et al, 1977 ). The fall in scrum complement ( C3 ) and 
( lgM ) In the post-treatm-:mt stage could be, therefore, a response 
to an immunological mechani~m attacking the dying and dead worms. 
Such mechanism ts not unlikely, as the maximal adherence of white 
cells to schlstosomules i s only achieved ln the presence of antibody 
lGO 
and complement ( i.e. with immune scra from p::itients with chronic 
S. mansoni infection ) • Even with complement alone ( i.c. normal 
sern ) , this ::u.lhcrcncc was ~t..1lstically indistinguish:ible from that 
with U·.c inlmunc sern ( Ottesen et al, 1977 ). 
The dat.a reported in the present study confirm and extend 
our earlier observation that anaemia in schistosomiasis is associated 
with a decline L-1 scrum complement concentration. Thus, in the 
non-anoomlc Sud:masc patients examined here, the complement levels 
were normal. The absenr.e of anaemin ml!!;ht be a result of the 
infections being mild, or perhaps the patients had acquired their 
schlstosomiasis long enough and had gradually developed resistance 
and immunity against lt. The gradual development of immunity to 
schlstosominsls h:is been suggested by Smithers et al ( 1969 ). 
This immunity may also be related to the phenomenon on self~uro 
as suggested by Smithers ( 1972 ), thus the patients may have 
developed a compensatory anaemia. This suggestion ls probably 
ln agreement with the £1nding repori.cd by Walker ct al ( 1954 ) 
that in flt workers with Echistosomlasis mansonl, there was no 
significant degree of anaemia. 
Whatever the reasons are for the absence of anaemia, however , 
lt may be useful to compare these results with those obt:i.lnod from 
anaemic Egyptian patients with ochlstosomlosls. The positive 
170 
?"elationship between the haemoglobin v:tlues and scrum complement 
levels was highly significant in the Egyptian patients ( P < o. 001 
and controls P n.s. ). In the Sudanese patients, there was no 
such relationship ( P n.s. ) ( Fig. 45 ). Strong evidence ot a fall 
of haemoglobin associated with a fall of complement ls, therefore, 
confirmed. 
It ls important, however, to note that many of the Sudanese 
patients had splenic enlargement without anaemia. On the other 
band, all the Egyptian patients had splenomegaly and anaemia. It 
seems very likely, therefore, that splenomegaly per se ls only a 
contributory factor in the causation of anaemia in schistosomiasis. 
Our findings have not previously been reported, but they 
compare favourably with those obtained by other workers who 
found complement activit<; could cause red cell lysls in many 
illnesses and particularly in schistosomlasls ( Woodruff, 107 3 and 
Suad, 1978 ). 
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PART 9 
TROPICAL SPRUE - IS IT A 
COMPLEMENT-MEDIATED SYNDROME? 
172 
COMPLEMENT AC'flVITY IN MALAilSOHPTION 
SYNDHOMF. ( TROPICAL SPRUE ) 
In schistosomlasis and trypancsomiasis, it has been consistently 
shown that complem~nt ls an impoi-tnnt factor ln m,~diatlng damages 
to cell membranes upon which it is deposited. This observation 
stimulated further Interest into whether similar damages occured 
ln sprue. l\luch of the interest arises from the challenge of the 
unkc.own aetiology of sprue, but perhaps equally significant ls the 
fact that in both schlstosomiasle and sprue anaemia ls almost 
invariable. 
For thes e reasons, It was thought possible that the determination 
of the complement levels in sprue c.ould be a clue to the fundamental 
manifestations associated wlth the small bowel disorder. 
PERSONS STUDmD 
Among patients admitted to the Hospital for Tropical Disease■, 
Univeraiity of London, in 1977-1978 for lnvestigatlon of abdominal 
pain, flatulence, diarrhoea and loss of weight, six with troplcol 
apruc, were selected for thill atudy. The dlr;gnosls of troplcnl sprue 
wa" confirmed by careful study of tho patients to est~lish the 
pr~sence or intestinal malabsorptlon. Four o! these patlonts were 
1"~ I u 
British and had acquired sprue abroad during overland trips to Asia, 
The other two patients were Indian, one of them known to have had 
sprue for one year. Three of the British patients had Giardia 
intestinwl.s infection proved by stool examination or duodenal 
intubation, the othe1• three patients were free from 
at the time of admission to the Hospital. 
the infection 
Th".l h:1emo~lobl.n and the PCV values of thei.:c patiento were 
measured according to L'le methods of Dacie et al ( 1975 ) described 
in part 2 of this thesis. The complement ( C3 ) levcb were 
measured by the radiul lmmunodiffWlion test of Mancini et al 
( 1965 ) described in part 7, ( fig. 46 ). Six equivalent controls 
were also examined for their haemoglobin, PCV and complement 
levels. 
RESULTS 
The patients examined were not anaemic. The differences 
between the haemoglobin, PCV and MCHC valun of the patients 
and thP. controlA were not signlflcant as revealed by the t-test 
( table 31 ). 1'he patient3 were found t.o have lower serum com-
plement levels ( mean 108 mg/dl, S.E. 9.3) than the controls 
( mean 152 mg/dl, S.E. 6.4 ) ( fig. 46 ), Using the t-teat, the 
differe11cc botwecm the complement levob ln both the patients and 
17-1 
the controls was significant at the 2% level ( t:ilile 31 ). There 
was no rt~lationship between this low complement level ::ind either 
of Uic haemoglobin or the PCV values ( P n.s. ), probably as 
the a..-iaemla was absent. 
DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH SCHISTO-
SOMI.ASIS 
Although all the pai:iP.nts examined in thl.a stu<ly were symptomotic, 
they were not anaemic. One of them was knovm to have bad sprue 
for about one year and she was receiving treatment for anaemia, 
the others had not acquired sprue for long enough to become anaemic. 
Nevertheless, scrum complement w:is found to be decreased in Ill.I 
these patients to a significant level. An analogous saturation has 
been observed in patlenta with leprosy ( Saha et nl, 1976 ) and the 
question or complement consumption remained unanswered. However, 
the fall of serum complement In sprue may be Important in view of 
tho many doubts existing about its aetiology. The initiatt Dg agents 
are stW unknown, so in some instance& at least it may be an 
effective agent, possibly bactoria. as suggested by Leishman 
( 1945 ) and Mathnn et al ( 1968 ). The association of mal-
absoi-ptlon syndrome wtth G.lntestinnlls lnfectlon in some previously 
healthy adults( Hoskins d al, 1967; Tewari et al, 1974 and 
Ridley, 1974 ) :ind in patients with immunoglobulln deficiency 
17G 
B rown ct al, 197 2 is now well c st:1bl! s hcd. 'Treatment of 
G. intes tin::ills with a dru1{ like tinidnzolc was said to eradicate 
the infection and symptoms like los s of weight, milk intolerance 
and mucoid s tools disappeared, ( Salih ct al, 1977 ). Neverthe-
less, in the present study, thoac patients who had no G. intestinnlis 
Infect.ion appeared to have ].o\~r seru1n complement levels ( mean 
95,7 mg/ dl, S. E. 25.7 ) than those who had it ( moan 120.7 mg/dl, 
s. E. 14. 8 ) , but the diffe rence was not significant. However, 
the se patients with lower serum complement and who had no 
G.lnte stinali3 infection for nt least a year, were still suffering 
from sprue, 
In view of these many reports &.nd findings about sprue, it 
i s Almot-1t cc i-tain thnt it is not a single disease entity, but a 
syndrome of multiple aetiology and probably multiple pathogenesis, 
The Call In surum complement in sprue might share, therefore, in 
bringing nbout tho Rhsorptive dJsordcr. Comparing the fall In 
s c rum complcme-nt In both sprue and schistoeomlasls ( flg. 47 
rnight yield urieful information about the pathogenesis of sprue. 
In echl r; tosomias is, the fall in scrum complement was 
ell.her as :qoclatect with nn immunological mechanism bringing 
about anucmin nnd nephropathy or tho result of another lmmuno-
loglclll mechanism attacking the schtstosome worms after tre11tmcnt. 
Thu11, the consumption of complement in schlstosomi1U1l■ ls a 
17G 
r esult of a n lnununologic al process in whlch complement and 
probably ( IgM ) arc associated In mediating damage to cell ;;; 
and membranes . The consumption of complement In sprue 
could also be a result of an Immunological mechanism bringing 
about damnge to cells and mc~nbrru1ci; responsible for absorption 
and leading to malabsorption. This suggestion agrees favour:wly 
with the findings of Ridley et al ( 1976 ) that in patients v.ith a 
short history of giardias ls and moderately severe jujenal lesions, 
( lgM ) molecules were deposited on jujenum surface more than 
other antibodies. Jarnum ct al, ( 1968 ), observed normal or 
slightly rais ed levels of serum ( IgM ) in 8 patients with w1trcated 
troplc:u sprutl . Samuel et al, ( 197 O ) , also observed low levels 
of ( lgM ) In !!Orne patients with ti·opical sprue, Misra et al 
( 1976 ) further observed that in 25 patients with tropical sprue, 
the rest had normal levels of serum ( IgG ) with either raised or 
reduced ( lgM ) levels. 
These reports about the activity of scrum ( IgM ) 1n tropical 
sprue together with consumption of complement observed by the 
present study are probably related. Thus, similar to the association 
between serum c:>mplcment and ( IgM ) In media.Ung cell damage !.n 
schietoeomi nsis ( Woodruff, 1973 and the present study ), In sprue 
serum cc,mploment could also be associated with ( IgM ) In nn 
immunolog ic al mechanis m damaging the absorptive cells on the 
tnte,.tlnal ,iiurt!U.'e. 
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Table 31 
The re•ults of paUents with malllhsorptton syndrome (tropical sprue) and tbelr control1 
Patients Mb gm/dl PC V % M C H C % 
Age t:at. I Sex I G.lnt. Pat. I Con. Pat. I Con. Pat. Con. 
22 Brt. M ve - 15.5 14.9 4-3.7 41 .0 35 .5 36. 3 
28 Brl. M ve + 16.3 15.6 46.8 45 .0 34.8 34 .7 
31 Bri. F ve + 14.1 17,3 39. 9 51.0 35 .3 34.0 
23 Bri F ve + 12.5 16.7 37 . 0 4-6 .8 33.8 35. 7 
55 Ind. F ve - 12.1 14.2 36.0 40.0 33.6 35 .5 
3( Ind. )( ve- 15.6 I 15.2 4-4.5 43.0 35.0 35.3 I 
I 
Mean 14.4 16.3 41.3 44.7 34.7 I ss . 3 
' 
8.E. 0.71 0.47 1.8 1.7 
I 
0.31 I 0.33 
p n.1. I n.s. n.s . I I I I I 
Complement mg/dl 
Pat. I Con. 
84 1164 
112 1 150 
136 158 
114 172 
125 126 
78 144 
I 
108. 2 152. 3 
9.3 6. 4 
< 0. 02 r 
I 
-
... 
~ 
Fil.rnrc 4G 
A radial im1nunodiffusion t-Ost showing ring diameters of patients 
with tropical sprue and controls 
1. Reference serum 300 mg/ell 4. Control scrum 
2. Reference serum 150 mg/dl 5. Patient serum 
3. Reference serum 75 mg/ell 6. Patient serum 
17!) 
Figure 4G 
A radial inummodiffusion tci'l t showing rln~ diameters of p::tticnt i'l 
with tropicn.1 sprue ::u1d controls 
1. Reierence scrum 300 mg/ell 
2. Reference serum 150 mg/ell 
3, Reference serum 75 mg/ell 
4. Control scrum 
5. Patient serum 
6. Patient seru.m 
17!) 
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Fig. ( 47 ) 
Comparison betv1een the haemo9lobin and Complement 
Mean 1t>vels in ;,at.ients with Schistosomiasis and patients 
with Sprue and Controls. 
Controls, Sch 1 stosocni as 1 s ( non-ana(!C!ii c) 
Sprue 
190 
Sch1stosomiasis(anaem1c) 
16 14 12 
Haemoglobin mg/d1 
10 
I 
Mean 
s.o. 
8 6 
PART 10 
SUMl'o• ARY AND CONCLUSION 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Anaemia is i:>lmost invariable in schi.etosomiasis, and is more 
prominent in those with nutritional deficiencies. Various mech,ulism':l 
have been cited in an effort to identify the causation of auru::mia. 
Thus, chronic blood losA , splenomeg:.uy, sohistosom:il tc-xius and 
hacmolysis have bec,n implicated. Reviewing these hypothes~s, l.t 
was con eluded that the (W\damental concept (or anaemia in sehistoso-
mlasis includes an immunological mechanism which holds serum 
complement responsible for eryU1rocyte hacmolysis ( Woodruff, 1973 ), 
The:, main object o! the present study was, therefore, to try to 
answer the question whoU1er complement mediated haemolytic 
mechanism plays an important part in the genesis of anaemia In 
achlstosomiasls. Thus, the work was designed to study anaemia, 
aplonomegaly, nophropathy ar1d liver lesions In relation to serum 
complement activities In mice inf'3cted with S. mansoni and to compare 
theee results with those of other mice infected with T. rhodcsicnse. 
The rclallonshlp between tho haemoglobin values and complement 
( C3 ) lovels ln anaemic and non-an::icmic patients with scbistoso-
mla3ls wns ah,., studied with reference to the effect of chemotherapy 
l ~" 
on complement !c,·els. Complement levels in tropic:il sprue 
\\ere nlso studictl, as it was suspected that mnlabsorption in 
sprue m::.ght result from a mechanism also involved in causing 
anacrnb In schlstosomlasii;; and tryp::mosomlasls. 
In three 1;rN1ps or mice infectecl with 50, 100 and 150 
ccrc:-.riae of S.m:msoni, anaemia was fo1.:.1id to iic mainly nonno-
cbromlc, r.lUtongh in some mice there was evidence of a slight 
dc~reo of hypot:hroir.asla . 
',lot 
This is iu ngrc•emcnt with th<l findings 
of .M:i.hmoa::l ( 1971 ). 
He su6gestcd that the a:iacmla ls hy~ochromlc. Using two -way 
r.nulysl~ o! ,•:,r!a.'1co, t!10 severity of :::naomi:l wru: found to be 
c,quru.ly dcpe:-,dcnt on both the do~,:, a'ld t!1e dm•ation of infection. 
This compa.i·ed fa,•ournbly v.1th the fimling reported by Sauod ( 1965 
and Sua.cl ( 1978 ), Tllo blood films c~: :udncd sho,vod evidence of 
polychromasla, a slight dcgre:,e of m:1c:::oc~.iC'i')is and or somo 
fragmentdd cells. This picture, pa't'ticu.l r?.rly wllh the pre senec 
of the [ragmcntcd cells, suggests Ui at tho il..'\3':mla I~ r.aomolytic 
in nature ( dc.Gruchy, HJ7:J and lld:.1h· :i... d cit cl, l!:'io ). 
The role plnycd by tho spleen in t!t::, development of anocmia 
was investigated, First splcnomc gnJy was expressed as the weight 
tho spleen represented as a pcrccnt:i,-;c of lte bocly weight. 
Splenomcgaly was found to lncre::L'led hi pnrulkl with tho anacrnln 
l :i 
and with the increase in both the dose ::incl duration of infection. 
A significant rclnlionship was thns found be tween nnncmla and 
splcnoml'gnly. This did not, however, indicate that splcnomegaly 
is the m11ln can.•w for nnacmla. Anaemia was reporleu in 
splcncctomincd mice when infodcd with s. mMsoni ( l\.fahmoud 
et al, 1972 ). 
A method was developed to measure the complement levels 
in the mice scra by P-mploying some modificatlons to the radio-
active lmmunohMmolytic tochntcp~ of Rosenberg ct al ( 1962 ). 
Compared with controls, complement was significantly diminished 
in the infected mice. Even In mice infected with 150 cercarlac 
it was less than in those infcct()d with 50 cercariae. Like the 
relatlcnship found between anaemia and eplcnomcgaly, anaemia 
was also significantly rf'ln.t.ed to the decrease in complement lc:vcls. 
Comparing these two positive relationships has lndlcntud U1a~ tho 
degree of anaemia ls more associated with the variation of the 
complement levels than wlU1 U1c lncreaso Jn splenlc weight. 
Those results were compared with tho slmHnr results 
obtained from mice infecteJ with T I rhoclcfllc1119. In trypnnm10-
mlasis, anaemia was normochromic :ind less sovoro thwi tho 
anaemia observed with achistosomiMis. Complement lovola were 
drastically reduced. Similar reduction was report<Jd 1n rnts Infected 
with I.lr.wisi ( Jarvinen et nl, 1976 ). This fall !n scrum 
complement was neither related to the increase in the splcnic 
·,-,eight nor to the increase in the porns!tacmia in the bloorl. 
An almost perfect relationship has, however, been fo'!.!lld between 
the increase in the splenic weight and the increase in the 
number of trypanosomes/ir.1 of blood. This suggests that the 
remarlmbly lai·gcr 3pleens observed in the infection could result 
from an Immune response to the large ,1umbers of tryp:u.1osomes 
present ln the b!ood. However, des17ite the much larger splocna 
observed in trypnnosomiasis as compnred with those of sehistoso-
miasls, anaemia was less seve:i.·e In the former than in the latter. 
'.rhis observation suggests that splenomegaly per se is not the 
mrun cause for anaemia in both infections. Splenomegaly ls a 
result of the dcsLructlon of e1·ythrocytes rather than a cause 
of the destruct!on. 
Kidneys end livers of mic"e from both infections were examined 
by a fluorescence test for the presence of complement ( C3 ). 
Complomcnt deposits on the renal glomcrull were present in both 
lnfoctlons, thouGh in trypwiosomlasls there was more than in 
schlf;tosomln.sis. This may be relat.rJd to the dramatic loll In 
scrum complement observed in tryp:mosomlnsis. In the two 
infoctlona, it has been observed thnt the fall In se1·um complement 
1 fi 
( C3 ) is associawd with its deposition in the rena1 glomcruli. 
However, the fall in ( C3 ) levels precerbs such deposit.ion by 
at least 1 or 2 weeks. This time may be necessary for tho 
complemcmt deposits to accumulate in sufficient amounts m: i;o 
block some of the ren::il glomcruli or to activate the complement 
re -::eptors prob:ibly present as that described in the human kidney 
by Girard et al ( 1977 ), The prt:sence of ( C3 ) deposits on the 
glomert•.!i of kidneys in mice infected with s. mansoni was 
by Mahmoud et al ( 19'/2 ) anc\ Natru.i ct al ( 1976 ), 
also rqxficd 
• 
In the liver, complement deposits were only present on the 
eggs lodged t'.-:crc :md were also found on the eggs inside the 
female worma. It was thought that the high antigenicity of the eggs 
provokes an immunological reaction on their surface in which 
complement ls actively involved. The effect of such reaction could 
inltiate th,:i forination of granuloma around tho eggs, This oboerva-
tion, together with the absence of ( C3 ) deposits from the llver 
granulomas, h:is indicated thnt the granulomatous response ln 
11chlstosomlnsts 11:1 rather lnfiarnmntory and not immunological in 
nature, 
Dl•Splto the dlfilcultles 1n performing human etudies, it wns 
p:u-tlcularly important to do it ln view of the different aspects of 
p::ithology observed between human :ind experimental schistosomlruils 
1 ·i 
( Cheever, l!)G!) ::ind Gillett et al, 1978 ).. Thus, two groups of 
patients with active S. m :.nsoni and S. hncm:1.tobium infection::;, 
toge::'ler with equivalent local controls were examined with 
respect to their haemoglobin and complement ( C3 ) levels. 
The complement ( C3 ) levels were measured by the r:id!al 
immuno-<liffnsion method of Mancini et al ( 1965 ). 
The first group were of E;;yptian anaemk patients in whom 
tho ( C3 ) levels were found to be significantly lower than those 
of the controls. 'lbe second group comprised Slldancse non-anaemic 
patients. A strong positive relationship between the haemoglobin 
value3 and ( C3 ) levels Waf; found in the anaemic patients, but 
neither in the controls nor in the non-anaemic patients. 
Contrarily, those non-anucmlc patients had slgnlflca.11tly higher 
values of ( C3 ) than their local controls. Six weeks after 
successful trc atment with hycanthone, their complement levels 
doclinod signific~tly from its pre -treatment levels and at that 
time did not differ s~ificantly from such values ln the controls. 
Good evidence of n fall of haemoglobin with consumption of com-
plement wa::1 obtained. 
It was noticed that ma11y of tho Sudanese patients had 
Si>lenomcgaly without anaemia, and :Ill. the Egyptian patients 
hnd spknom~galy with anaemia. It seemed likely, therefore.', 
I 7 
that splenomcgaly may only !Jc a contributory factor towards the 
causation of :inacmia in hum,u1 as in expcrimcmtal schistosomi::isis. 
In the same SuLlancsc, ,3cra, ( IgG ) and ( IgM ) have nlso been 
measu .. ·cd by other workers in the same department ( Salih et nl, 
1978 ). Significantly higher levels of both ( lgG) and ( lgM ) wore 
found before treatment. In tho p1.,st-treutmcnt nt~e, ( lgM ) only 
foll, while ( IgG ) even roso though the rise did not differ signifi-
cantly from its pre-treatment levels. The greater ability of ( IgM 
molecules than of the other immunoglobulin molecules to bind com-
plement has been reported several times ( Woodruff, 197 3; 
Hoffbrand et al, 1975 and Frank et al, 1977 ). It was thought 
then Uaat the fall of complement and ( IgM ) in the post-treatment 
stage is not coincidental and I t..eould be a response to an immuno-
logical mechanism whereby Ule dead and dying worms are attacked. 
Such a mechanism is not unlikely as ( C3 ) deposits have nlrcady 
been detected on Ulo female worm tegument ( Kabll, 1976 ). 
Moreover, the maximal adherence of white cells lo Ule sohistosomos 
has been repo1·tcd only to be achieved in the presence of complemcat 
( Ottesen et al, 1977 ). 
Haemoglobin and complement ( C3 ) values were measured in 
patients with ti·opical sprue, The patients were not onaomiC :ind 
thcro was no rolntionshlp betwe~n their haemoglobin and complement 
18 
levels, though their cornplcmcnt levels were signific:mtly lower 
than in the controls. This fall in ( C3 ) levels was apparently 
greater th::in in those p:iticnts who had no active infections with 
G. intc8Unn!is. It has been suggested that the malnbsorptlon 
syndrome develops in patlenti;i with immunoglobulins deficiency 
(Brown et al, 1972 ). It has also been suggested 1:>y the present 
study that the foll in complement ( C3 ) levels in patients with 
schistosomiasis results from immunolo.:;ical mechanisms associated 
either with anaemia or tl:c effect of treatment on the schlstosomes. 
'.Chua, in sprue there could be also some other immunological 
1ncchanism consuming complement. The present study raises 
the possibility of an lmmunologicol mechanism bringing about .the 
malabsorptlon. This mechanism probably brings about changes on 
the intestinal mucosa. In those changes complement is involved 
nnd consumed. It is therefore suggested that further investigntlons 
of the intestinal tissues of patients with tropical sprue mny, therefore, 
yield useful information on the aetiology of small bowel syndrome in 
tho tropics. 
From all this work taken together, 1t is concluded that in 
human as in experimental schtstosomlasis, 11 haemolytic component 
develops during the course of the infection. During the lnfectlon 
complement is actively involved Wld consumed and tho rolo played 
180 
by splcnomcgaly ls only contributory• ThP. wider picture of this 
haemolytic process may include the presence of complement 
deposits on the renal glomeruli. The same mech.u1isms with 
some differences also occur in trypanosominsis. h1 tropienl 
sprue U1e immunologicnl process consuming complement probnbly 
takes place mostly on the lntcslinal mucosa r[.thcr than on the 
erythrocyle surface. 
t9C 
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